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By Lisa M. Young
Some people are left perplexed
when SJSU Urban Planning instructor Carol Sanford declares that
women and the earth share a natural
hond.
But those who have taken her
course,
-Sociological
and
Psychological Aspects of Urban
Planning," or seen her slide show
"Father God, Mother Earth"
probably understand what she’s
talking about.
She theorizes that, like women,
’mother earth" has been
dominated, exploited and raped by
men who have traditionally
regarded it as inferior.
She also believes that once men-urban planners-who have had
control over the environment are
able to understand and respect the
earth they live on, they will also be
able to better understand and
respect the women they live with.
She views reciprocation as the
ideal relationship between men and
the earth as well as between men
and women.
The 36-year-old mother of two is
also a process designer and process
manager in three Bay Area
businesses.
Her job is to facilitate people
who are making decisions regarding
urban planning and land use, and to
help work out problems they may
encounter.
Through her course and her
slide show, Sanford encourages
students and viewers to question the

underlying beliefs and assumptions
that determine how humankind
relates to its environment.
Three and a half years ago
Sanford and June Baker, both
graduates of SJSU’s urban and
regional planning department and
founders of Bay Area Women
Planners in 1972, began to formulate
their feminist perspective and to put
together a series of slide shows.
women
They
noticed
;)rofessionsIs in every area from law
to medicine bringing their insight
into their work. They too wanted to
know what they could ’ring to the
urban planning field that men had
not.
They first began to formulate
the concept when they noticed that
the English language often
describes "mother earth" in the
same terms that it describes
women, according to Sanford.
I"It’s not just ’mother’ earth.
Ships, cities hurricanes and even
this country are called ’her’," she
said. "Unexplored land is ’virgin’
territory. Starting with the language
everything began to fall in place and
we realized there really is a
correlation."
Over the past three and a half
years, they’ve developed three
mixed-media slide show. "Sex
Hierarchy" and "Prince Charming,
1.ong May He Die" are two of them.
They’ve presented the third "Father
God, Mother Earth" upon request
for a fee more than 100 times for
professional planners, land-owners,
women’s groups, and legislators and

their staff members.
"It’s primarily a consciousnessexpanding experience," Sanford
said. "It helps us to see parallels we
were never really aware of before."
They’ve been met with mixed
reactions to the slide show from its
viewers, mostly males with land-use
decision making power, according to
Sanford. She describes the show as
"hysterically funny, but educational
at the smae time.
"The truth creeps in between all
of the laughter," she said.
However. Sanford recalls an
incident two years ago when a vicepresident of a major oil company
walked out in the middle of the show
when it was being presented at a
convention put on by Gov. Jerry
Brown. Of the 100 major land-use
decision makers in California,
Sanford said most were laughing at
the particular segment being shown.
"He the vice-president ) was
offended because male frontal nudes
out of Playgirl were shown," she
said. "An erect male was shown
next to a picture of a tal, building in
San Francisco, to show how men
have influenced the environment."
She believes that man’s concern
about sexual performance and
always having to "get it up" has
prompted him to feel competitive
about building "bigger and better"
buildings as fast as he can. The
Skyscraper is one result, she pointed
out.
In another segment of the slide
show, a hurricane, given a
traditional woman’s name, is shown

on the screen. Nnit to it is a
magazine cutout of a woman in a
white dress in the middle of a field of
flowers.
According to Sanford, the
significance of this parallel is that
women have always been considered in the same manner as the
environment - as an integral part of
the background, only to be dealt with
when necessary.
Another similarity is drawn with
a land-for-sale advertisement next
to a picture of prostitutes in San
Francisco on Broadway and a sign
reading "Girls! Girls! Girls!"
outside of a theater.
Both land and women have
become commodities that men buy
and sell for their own profit, Sanford
said.
In another segment abuse of the
environment is depicted through
pictures of strip-mined land and
piles of garbage. Next to those are
pictures of raped and beaten
women. who’ve been similarly
abused, according to Sanford’s
theory.
Sanford and Baker continue to
produce slide productions, so far all
male -female
dealing
with
relationships and their overall effect
on the world. According to Sanford,
the shows are a culmination of the
two women’s experiences and
require that they be constantly
changed and rearranged. One of
their upcoming presentations will be
a benefit for Susanne Wilson, San
Jose city council member.
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Remedy for grade disputes

Committee mediates gripes
By Jon Bernal
"Our purpose is to show
students if they have a legitimate
gripe about grades there is a way to
handle it," said Richard LeClair,
chairman of the Academic Fairness
Committee and SJSU aeronautics
instructor.
The committee of both faculty
members and students, has been
instrumental in handling grade
disputes between students and
teachers since 1963.
LeClair said about half the
students who file cases with the
committee have their grades
changed.
We recommend the first step in
a grade dispute is to talk to the instructor, since the best way to
handle the problem is with those
directly involved," LeClair said.
As much as possible, we would like
the problem to be solved between the
instructor and the student so we
won’t get credit for the grade
change."
If a student feels he or she has
received an unfair grade and wants
the committee to handle the case,
that student must fill out a petition
and gather evidence such as exam
papers from the class as well as the

green sheet, according to LeClair.
"This isn’t absolutely neccessary." LeClair added, "but it
certainly helps the student’s case."
The committee then may decide
to investigate the matter. It sends
out one faculty member and one
student on its staff to talk to the
instructor and the student filing the
complaint.
I.eClair said the pair checks the
teacher’s grade book to make sure
all grades were arrived at fairly and
the scoring method was consistently
applied. When they are finished,
they make their report to the
committee which then votes on
whether or not the student received
a fair grade.
If the committee feels the
student deserved a higher grade it
will make its recommendation to the
instructor.
"Nine times out of 10 that does
the trick," LeClair said. "But if an
instructor still refuses to change the
grade, the committee sends a letter
to Academic Vice President Hobert
Burns requesting he look into the
matter.
"Dr. Burns then has a member
of his staff check into the case. If
that person agrees with the corn-

mittee’s findings, Burns has the
option to change the grade himself,"
LeClair said. "The academic vice
president is the only person outside
of an instructor in the department
with the authority to make a grade
change."
The Academic Fairness committee consists of seven faculty
members and seven students. The
faculty members serve three-year
terms and are appointed by the
Associated Student’s Personnel
Committee. The student members
serve one-year terms and are appointed each fall by the same
committee.
One of our biggest problems is
that we are five weeks into the fall
semester and have not yet appointed
the seven student committee
members,- LeClair said. "We have
a backlog of cases stacking up while
the committee is not yet staffed to
handle them."
LeClair said this problem crops
up every fall because student
members can’t be appointed in the
spring if there is no guarantee they
will show up in the fall.
The committee handles about 35
to 40 complaints each year, according to LeClair. He said the latest

a complaint can be filed is 60 days
into the semester following the
disputed class. After that period, a
teacher is no longer bound to keep
papers from the previous semester.
"A student has nothing to lose by
filing a petition for a case," LeClair
said. "In most cases, the average
faculty member has nothing to gain
by treating a student unfairly - and
he may have a lot to lose."
But if a teacher does have
anything to lose, LeClair said it
probably won’t go beyond the loss of
the case.
"We’re not after teachers and,
as far as I know, no teacher has ever
lost his job because of a decision by
the committee," he said. "We exist
to help students."
Students and teachers volunteer
for the Academic Fairness Committee and get no credits or units for
it, according to LeClair. He said this
way they are truly concerned about
their work.
If a student wishes to appeal a
decision he may take his case to the
Student
Affairs
Committee.
However LeClair said appeals are
rare and he hasn’t seen one brought
up in his three years on the committee.

f

by Barbara Harris

Carol Sanford, SJSU Urban Planning instructor, believes women
and the earth share a natural bond.

Enrollment down;
FTE funding cut
By Anne Houghteling
The first census this semester
shows fall enrollment at 26,990, down
1,367 from last year, SJSU President
Gail Fullerton announced at Monday’s Academic Senate meeting.
In addition, the fulltime
equivalent figures I FTE ),she noted,
are lower than expected. The drop
may result in an estimated $750,000
"payback" to the California State
University and Colleges system
ICSUC ), Fullerton said.
FTE, used to determine SJSU’s
academic budget, is arrived at by
dividing the total number of class
credit or units by 15 units.
The census, completed last
Friday, shows the FTE figure down
853 from the projected figure SJSU
used in this year’s budget planning,
according to business operations
manager William Friedrichs.
Even with the 250 unit leeway
allowed by GSUC, SJSU may have to
refund nearly $750,000.
That "payback"
figure
represents $1,240 for every unit over
the 250 unit leeway, Friedrichs
explained.
Faculty positions won’t be
threatened immediately because of
the drop in FTE funding, Fullerton
said.
"It probably won’t all be taken
out in faculty positions," she said.
"We’re going to protect faculty as
much as possible.

Educational priorities:
question of balance?
By Anne Houghteling
The question of the proper
balance between liberal arts and

’High quality at low prices’
is goal of S.J. food co-op
By Cynthia Puig
The idea of a co-op is people
working together, and the soon
to-be-opened San Jose Food Co-op
is no exception.
"We look at the co-op as a
community center," said Jane
Rauch-Brown, co-manager of the
co-op, the first of its kind in San
Jose.
offering
the
"Besides
community an opportunity to buy
high quality food at lower prices,
we are able to present an atmosphwhere you can shop and
socialize with people," RauchBrown said. "In other words, this
is really ’your’ store."
The co-op, which will open
this Saturday at 518 So. 10th
street, is a community run, nonprofit operation and will be
opened to members and nonmembers alike.

"We aren’t able to take
memberships yet because we
haven’t received a permit to take
on memberships," she said. "But
the benefits of being a member
will include having a vote as to
what goes on in the co-op, and
check cashing privileges."
The memberships will cost
$5. Rauch-Brown hopes that
members will volunteer time to
help run the store, but it is not
required.
"We chose this location
because it is so near SJSU and we
felt we could serve the student
population," she said.
"We know that its difficult
enough for low income people to
survive and they don’t have much
spare time, but we’re hoping that
most of the members will make
some type of commitment to the
store, whether through volun-

"But next year it will show up as
faculty positions axed out," she
warned.
This year’s fall enrollment is the
lowest in three years, the census
indicates. Fall enrollment last yer
was 28,357 and 27,312 in 1976.
SJSU’s drop in enrollment
reflects a statewide trend, Fullerton
commented.
Enrollment at CSUC is down
statewide an average of two to three
percent, and community colleges
have experienced as much as a 15
percent drop, she said.
Of this year’s total, 21,436 are
undergraduates and 5,554 graduate
students.
Seniors are the largest class
with 7,594 students. The junior class
has 6,883 students and the freshman
and sophomore classes have 3.823
and 3,136 students respectively.
All class levels dropped in
enrollment slightly. Freshman
totals showed the largest decline down 272 from last year.
On the graduate level, the drop
was more dramatic. This year’s
total of graduate students is 1,148
lower than fall 1977.
The census figures also showed
the average number of units attempted is 10.9.
I,ower division students are
taking an average of 13 units; upper
division students take 11.8 and
graduate students take 7.2.

teering time or talent."
Already 30 to 50 persons,
including many ’SJSU students,
have volunteered and are helping
to get the store ready for the
opening, according to Rauch Brown.
"I keep hearing from
students who ask when the co-op
will be opened. so I know that
there is a lot of interest," she
said. "The phone here rings
constantly.
"There are the main stream
products that one finds in any
market and then we will have
organic and pure foods for persons who are conscious of what
they eat," said Gayle Hoover. comanager. "We will also carry
two ethnic lines which will appeal
to the Oriental and Spanish
communities."
(Continued on back page)

professional studies at SJSU came
up for a round of discussion Monday
as the Academic Senate received a
Curriculum Committee report on
educational priorities.
With SJSU losing money under
Prop. 13 cutbacks and declining
enrollment. SJSU must begin to
pinpoint its educational priorities.
warned Dr. Theodore Nortor4.
Curriculum Committee chairman.
The preliminary report on
educational priorities lists providing
students with a general education as
SJSU’s highet priority.
Development arid maintenance
of B.A. programs in trnditional
liberal arts and sciences should
come second, the report recommends.
Third and fourth priorities go to
the maintenance and creation of
professional
or
vocational
programs.
Though the Curriculum Committee report was voted back to
committee for further study.
reaction was swift to the proposed
guidelines.
While accepting the highest
priority given to general education,
Senator George Sicular of
Engineering questioned the placing
of job-oriented education lower than
G.E. on the list.
"Are we going to say we’re
going to keep all degree programs
he asked. ’If
except professional
we dump professional schools, what
will happen to enrollment" The high enrollment in departments
i Continued on bark page)
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Look alikes -- sound alikes
created by the disco craze
By Tom Lazarakis
Have you seen those fabulous
new T-shirts that say "DISCO
SUCKS!"
Finally, there’s someone else
who feels the same way I do about
this over-emphasized, over-exposed
and certainly under-developed
music.
It’s even hard to call this noise
"music."
Music is an art form that allows
for the creative genius of the
musician. Disco is certainly not
creative.
If you listen closely to the songs,
they all sound similiar. Take K C
and the Sunshine Band, please!
I Sorry, I couldn’t refuse. ) When was
the last time you heard a song of
theirs that did not sound like their
last hit?
The Bee Gees are the same. You
have to listen very closely to
"Saturday Night Fever" before the
songs can be identified.
Disco music is always the same:
a strong bass that helps the dancer
move and groove. Oh God, help us!
And then there’s the lyrics.
When there aren’t screams and
moans, the words sound like they
were written by pre-schoolers.
For example, Donna Summer’s
"I Feel Love" probably has less
than 10 different words. Is it because
the lyricist couldn’t think of any

Onto the Sequoia!

Transit proves a tribulation
Editor’s Note - this is part five in the
saga of the Hadleys, small people
who once lived peaceably in the
prairie for many years. Their
society recently disrupted, we find
the Hadleys gaining elevation on the
trail.
By Scott Knies
"Hey, this is pretty comfortable," Croylis said, leaning back
on his pheasant’s folded wings,
crossing his arms and closing his
eyes.
"You’d better watch the trail,"
warned Fronolis. "If you run our
bird into someone else’s it will be
your own fault."
-Yeah, what’s a bent tail
feather costing on this journey?"
Croylis asked.
"A dessert ration for a weekpumpkin seeds, sugar grasses and
spider webs."
"That’s damn steep," Croylis
said. -What if I’m all outta
dessert?"
"Then you’ll lose some dinners
or something else," Fronolis
replied.
"That’s not fair!" Croylis cried.
"You can always walk."

ficult to maintain because they ate
more and required more attention.
Pack birds started to become a
Hadley’s most prized possession.
The elders began formulating even
more rules to limit and protect the
functions of the stupid birds. "They
were more important than us,"
Croylis recalled. -That’s when
Bonusak stepped in."
The Hadley leader freed all the
birds and explained that Hadleys
must not let the idea of a subordinate
means of conveyance use them so.
"Don’t be a servant to your
transportation modes," Bonusak
told them. "It’s not for dependence
but for convenience."
From then on only pheasants
were used by the Hadleys. They
were community fowl - usually
occupied in work or travel projects
and seldom used for pleasure. But
now, because of the journey onto the
Sequoia, everyone was allowed a
bird, and again the restrictions
manifested themselves.
"There is just not enough room

for both us and private transport,"
Croylis concluded.
But he wasn’t satisfied with his
reasoning. If travel by bird had to be
regulated with multiple laws, then it
must be very dangerous...
"Hey Fronolis!" Croylis called
out. "I’m going to spur my pheasant
into Muffo’s bird."
"Why? You want to see broken
feathers and lose riding privileges?"
Fronolis inquired.
"Privileges! ?" Croylis exclaimed. "Privileged to be fined and
insured; to be dependent and
worried. Privileged to die like Solrac
when he and his bird tumbled down
that gully -"
"Solrac had been drinking
shrew juice and smoking the bong,"
Fronolis interjected.
"But still, this isn’t any great
privilege..."
"Sure it is," Fronolis interrupted. "It is a privilege as long
as we don’t let it get out of hand. We
can’t treat it as a game like before.
It is our transportation, period.

These birds are our servants
carrying us and our goods."
"They carry more than that,"
Croylis said. "We give them lots of
power to carry. Look at how these
birds control us with cules that
supposedly govern their service to
"R’s our own control."
"Exactly."
Fronolis realized his friend’s
point. "We just have to use this
transportation when we need it," he
said, pausing to catch his next
thought.
"It’s so easy to do. Most
everybody can cope with riding,
these birds practically cruise
themselves."
"Oh, it’s not difficult to do,"
Croylis said, "just difficult to explain."
The Hadley troop (moving at a
pheasant’s pace
climbed the
Eastern foothills of the Rockies as
the sun blinked an early autumn day
to dusk.
Next: over the hill

Turn Lazaraios is a
Spartan Dady reporter

A musician like Glenn Miller
would turn in his grave if he could
hear "Chatanooga Cho Cho" as a
disco hit.
There’s also Summer’s new
disco version of "MacArthur Park."
It is utterly revolting. Soon we’ll
probably have disco versions of the
Zappa, Dylan, Genesis and Journey.
What has caused this breakdown
of American music which grew so
steadily during the ’60s?
There are two reasons for this
musical onslaught: a film and the
capitalist system.
"Saturday Night Fever," that
questionable movie starring John
Travolta ( Revolta? ) was a boost for
disco. Just look at a dance floor and
count how many men are wearing
white suits with black shirts trying
to do the "Latin Hustle."
The movie, like its music, was
conceived by little minds with even

In the first place pheasants are a
hassle to maintain. They eat lots of
seed and stops are necessary on the
trail for them to tank up on food and
water.

less musical talent.
Another reason for disco’s
popularity lies in the capitalist
system.
Making a buck in our society is
okay by any means. It doesn’t
matter how many you harm - and in
this case it’s the people who suffer
with disco.
The record companies aren’t the
only ones behind the money-making
scheme of disco, pulling in millions
of dollars.
What about the clothing industry? They must surely love and
encourage disco - it also rakes in the
money for them.
No longer are young Americans
dressing in blue jeans and T-shirts.
Disco has changed all that with the
help of clothing manufacturers.
To be acceptable, dancers must
have three-piece suits, satin or
plastic pants, silk shirts, dancing
shoes, and so on.
Look at the department stores in
this area alone. It seems that all of
them, from Macy’s to Penny’s, has a
special department with everything
for the disco-goer except taste.
There’s only one solution for the
fans of quality music and that is the
hope that disco is just a fad.
Let’s pray disco will go the way
of racoon coats, swallowing gold fish
and pole-sitting.
It’s our only chance.

letters
Angry at art

Register to vote

Editor:
As this is my first year at State,
I was surprised that you have such a
large daily newspaper. I get (and
read!) it every day I’m on campus.
I was angered by the cartoons
last Tuesday and Thursday which
referred to the Camp David Summit
meeting, ridiculing Begin and implying that Sadat had made all the
concessions.

Editor:
Proposition 6 is a threat to
everyone. If enacted it will legalize
discrimination not only against gay
people
but also against
heterosexuals who have gay friends
or who even express support of civil
rights for homosexuals, publicly or
privately. (This was one of the first
things Hitler did against the Jews,
homosexuals and others.)
A single accusation from anyone
will require a costly hearing at
which the accused will have to prove
her/his innocence. The initiative
says that "if by a preponderance of
evidence" the employee is found to
be openly gay or has supported
equal rights for gay people she/he
will be fired.
Proposition 6 denies the rights to
free speech, privacy, association
and due process, but it is only the
beginning. It is no coincidence that
Senator Briggs is also the author of
Proposition 7 which enlarges the
number of crimes punishable by
death from 3 to 15.
I think it is very possible that the
ultimate objective of Briggs and the
Bible worshiping bigots who support
this kind of fear and hate mongering
is the "final solution" to the
homosexual question - our extermination and the elimination of
all who think otherwise.
Wake
up
everybody!
Propositions 6 and 7 threaten YOU.
Register to vote before Oct. 9th and
say ao to the enemies of freedom by
voting NO ON 6 and NO ON 7.
Matthew E. Savoea
Graduate, Linguistics

If the artist ( Van Dyke Roth)
had knowledge of the Middle East,
he would realize that both men had
made tremendous concessions at
Camp David.
Sadat’s concessions represented
an important risk of his political
position.
Begin’s concessions represent a
very real physical risk, as well as
being psychologically and politically
difficult. Without the West Bank
area, the center of Israel is only nine
to 14 miles wide. Berkeley is nine
miles from San Francisco. Wouldn’t
you feel nervous if you lived in one
city, and your enemies in the other
were determined to wipe you out?
I come from a long line of
Protestants, but I am convinced that
it was only Begin’s absolute commitments to his principles of
preserving the state of Israel for his
people to live in peace with their
neighbors, which enabled him to
take this risk.
Eva Barr
Undeclared Graduate Student

Croylis thought about the
situation for a while. It was obviously a corrupt form of transportation that combined so many
pleasures and pains in one system.

New club

’But they sure are convenient,"
Croylis admitted out loud, pulling on
the reins and adjusting the guide in
his bird’s beak.

Editor:
I would like you to know about
something new happening at SJSU.
The Red Tape Reduction Club is now
forming, and recruiting new
members.

The birds did hop faster than a
Hadley can walk, Croylis thought,
but then their wings constantly have
to be clipped and given time for
preening.
But the birds can also pack a lot
on their wings and easily transport
more than a Hadley can carry. A
little voice in his memory began
adding to the argument’s other side.
He recalled his adolescent days
and how spellbound he was when
allowed to ride his first quail. "It
- was an enchanted ritual," Croylis
fondly reminisced.

me to where
flavor is....

He remembered reaching his
- bachelor phase and being permitted
to ride a grouse. That’s when he
became aware of the restrictions.
Hopping speeds, special trails,
insurance,
different signs,
registration and religious races
became assimilated into their
society. The Hadley community was
slowly being dominated by a system
created to serve.
Saddles could be made more
elaborate for the larger fowl. Grouse
and pheasant were also more dif-

more, or because Summer will
forget when to moan if there are too
many words?
It is awful when these disco
-artists" hound us with their own
mediocrity, but when they descend
on old songs and transform them
into disco, it’s intolerable.

7111111110c
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As honorary president of th(
club, I’m leading the fight against
the myriad of regulations, forms,
and other things which have choked
the efficiency of campus operations.
Any person may join on the
basis of a few trivial requirements.
Just send your primary school
transcripts,
three
character
references, a xerox copy of a SJSU
red-tape protest letter sent to the
Spartan Daily, a notarized application, and a self-addressed
envelope.
All prospects who clear the
board meeting will be reviewed for a
special waiting list prior to an
eligibility interview. Due to a
backlog of applicants, we regret the
six -week delay in proccessing before
sending out membership cards by
certified third-class mail.
So, come on and join today!
"There’s no excuse for not getting
involved."
Jesse Frederick
Psychology Junior

Bible study
Editor:
An article in last Friday’s
edition made a good point about how
students should "get involved, or at
least feel involved," in the people
and events that are represented in
the oft-ignored fliers.
This article has now encouraged
me to speak up on a misunderstood
issue: the Christian gospel and what
it means.
The Christian gospel is a faith. It
is a faith in God, not an abstract
concept in philosophy, but in a
person so loving that we can address
Him as "Father."
It is a faith in a humble carpenter’s son named Jesus who was
sent by the Father to perform the
greatest act of love known in history.
Jesus now serves as the way
back to God’s fellowship to whoever
accepts Jesus into his/her life as
Savior and Lord. He is the giver of
true peace and our greatest friend.
And that is the gospel, all of it.
Please feel free to share your views
at our Bible study held in Room 124,
Allen Hall at 3:30 every Thursday
afternoon.
Carlos Soriano
Mechanical Engr. senior
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Nearby salons cut hair and cost
By Darlene Saltsman
Searching for a place
to get a haircut can be
tiring and annoying. Not
only is the location of the
salon important but, for
college students, the price
must be reasonable.
There are only a few
places in the campus area
that will do the popular
blow cut styles. But those
the area are reasonably
priced with a couple exceptions.

;ITT’

reasonable prices on
permanents,
hair
straightening and tinting.
Pemis start at $19.95,
straightening is $8.95 and
up and tinting is $11.95 and
up.
The Head Of Hair
located at 35 S. Fourth,
often offers 20 percent
discount with a coupon,
which can be found in the
Daily.

All cuts include blow
dry
and
shampoo.
Women’s cuts are $20
One of the best maximum and, with the
bargains is found at the San coupon, as low as $15.
Jose Beauty College, 156 S. Men’s cuts are $12.50 and
Second St. Haircuts for with the coupon are $10.
men and women are $2.50. Prices for permanents
Cuts with shampoo and range from $45 to $60 for
blow dry are $5.
women and $40 to $50 for
men. The prices include
The college also offers haircut.

Sexual abuse victims aided
By Anne Houghteling
In 1970, one expert in
the field of sexual abuse
estimated 500,000 female
children were molested
yearly.

"There’s often some
history of child neglect and
abandonment in the
parents’ families," he
observed.
By the time families
get in contact with CSATP,
"family life is very
dysfunctional," Carroll
emphasized.

The problem of
sexually abused chldren is
just as prevalent as the
battered child problem,
according
to
Robert
Carroll, administrator of
the Santa Clara County
Child Sexual Abuse
Treatment Program.

CSATP statistics show
that more than half the
victims are under 13 and
that the average age of the
perpetrators of the sexual
contact is 36.
Well-to-do families are
just as likely to be involved
as poor ones.

The sexual abuse of
children is the "ultimate
taboo," according to
Carroll.
"It’s also something
that society doesn’t want to
deal with."

The reoccurrence of
sexual abuse in a family
that has gotten help from
CSATP is low, Carroll
noted
less
than one
percent.
In addition, 92 percent
of
the
victimized
youngsters are eventually
able to return home.
The county program
has served as a model for
setting
up similar
organizations throughout
the country.
CSATP (299-2475) is
located in the Juvenile
Probation Center, 840
Guadalupe Parkway in San
Jose.

21 MINUTE DEVELOPING

The Child Sexual
Abuse Treatment Program
(CSATP) defines sexual
abuse as any sexual approach toward a child,
whether or not physical
contact is made.

0
PALM
by &Ian Stevens

COLOR
LAB

for KODACOLOR
VERICOLOR
FUJICOLOR
Services available

The Head Of Hair
carries Jhirmack and
Redkin products. They
take Bankamericard and
Mastercharge and are open
Monday through Saturday.
Mr. Royal House Of
Hair at 21 N. First St. also
offers low prices. Haircuts
are $7.50 and $8.50 with
shampoo and blow dry.
Perms are $25 including a
trim. A style cut is extra.
Regis Hairstylists at 52
N. First are $7 for a cut and
$16.50 for a blow cut. Perm
prices depend on length of
hair and style of cut.
Out of the campus area
there are two salons that
have reasonable prices.
The Magic Mirror at 6119
Meridian Ave. charges
$8.50 for a cut and $13.50 to
$16.50 for blow cuts. Blow
cuts are priced according
to how much work is involved in the style.

Places and prices
San Jose Beauty College
Head Of Hair
women
men
Regis Hairstylists
Mr. Royal House Of Hair
Magic Mirror
Neal’s Beauty Salon

Shampoo
cuf and dry
55 00
included

Cut
$2.50
$20.00
$12.50
S7.00
S7.50
W50
$12 515

$16.50
58 50
$13 50 S16.50
included

STUDENT UNION
BOARD OF GOVERNORS
3 positions open

Concerned with programs and services of the
Student Union. Proposes policy regarding
building use and general Union programs, and
assists in formulating the Union Food Service
policy.

Neal’s Beauty Salon at
2419 Stevens Creek Blvd.
charges $12 to $15 depending on length of hair.

Associated Student Off kV
3rd Floor Student Lobe
277.3201

TIRED
OF
EDFLATION?
MEETING TO FIGHT
TUITION
Thursday, Oct. 5
3:30 p.m.
Guadalupe Room

to the advanced
Pictured is Robert Carroll, administrator of the
Student Union
photographer both
Santa
Clara County Child
Sexual
Abuse
amateur and
Fountain
33
For
more
info:
Treatment Program.
According to Carroll,
professional
It may range from
Downtown San Jose
society doesn’t want to deal with the problem
Call
propositioning a child for
294-1641
sexual acts to intercourse, of child sexual abuse.
Associated Students
CSATP literature states.
growing reputation of quickly as possible, Carroll
with
277-3201
CSATP has been CSATP as a place where stressed.
this ad
dealing with the problem families "know they’ll get
Treatment of the ILI
since
the
program’s immediate attention,"
family generally lasts from
founding in 1971.
Carroll said.
six months to a year and is
strictly confidential.
Before CSATP, the
Families get involved
Typical profile of the
treatment that molested with CSATP in several
children and their families ways, he said. Sometimes family in which a chld has
were apt to receive often the mother calls. Once in a been abused sexually
only served to traumatize while, a victimized child shows the members have a
the victim more, Carroll, a contacts the center. And "low self-conept," Carroll
1961 SJSU graduate, said.
referrals are often made by said.
probation authorities.
"Probation officers
weren’t skilled in handling
Once participating in
the problem. The system CSATP, families can unPlan Account from any other checking or savings account
Our College Plan* Checking Account offers you the services you
was fragmented in dealing dergo marriage and family
need, when you need them.
in California.
with families," Carroll counseling.
And if you qualify, we also offer a variety of other banking
For just $1.00 a month for the nine-month school year. you
said.
In
addition,
the
services with your needs in mind. Like educational loans. Student
get unlimited checkwriting, with no minimum balance required.
program
runs
"Daughters
BankArnericard* VISA* And Instant Cash overdraft protection.
There’s no service charge at all for June, July or August. And
Before CSATP existed,
and Sons United," a group
according to Carroll, the
So check in with us. You may never have to check anywhere
your account stays open through the summer, even with a zero
12 IS ;Id STIrct
for
children
who
have
been
else.
county typically dealt with
balance, saving you the trouble of having to dose it at the end of
2,6.1; 2f.
molested.
an instance of child sexual
the spring, and reopen it in the fall.
The first goal of the
Depend on us. More California college students do.
abuse by placing the
It’s easy to tie in our free Money Transfer Service, too. So funds
program
is
to
get
the
child
I
;
I
;
youngster in a foster home
transferred
a
regular
College
your
automatically
basis
can
be
on
to
back with the mother as
and jailing the perpetrator,
;
in most cases the father,
BANK0F AMERICA
step-father or mother’s
boyfriend. The mother
often ended up on welfare.

1 0 DISCOUNT

COPIES
3 1/2

Bank of America’s College Platt
Checking on your terms.

KINKO’s

UI

"We realized the need
to provide a better alternative," Carroll said.
"Before, it was a
hidden offense, a silent
conspiracy between the
father and daughter," he
said.
The daughter was
being exploited, but she
was fearful of breaking up
the family if she told
anyone."
As the word spreads
about CSATP, more and
more families are coming
forth for treatment, Carroll
said.
In
1971, CSATP
received 30 referrals from
police and probation officers regarding the sexual
abuse of a child.
"But this year, we’re
projecting
about
600
referrals," Carroll said.
increase
in
The
referrals reflects the

KENNEDY’S
Rent-to-Own Plan?
Are you looking for a
typewriter but you don’t
know what you want?
call
Kennedy
Then
Business Machines and ask
about a Rent-to-Own Plan
NOW
TYPEWRITERS
CALCULATORS- NOTETAKERS
Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30
Sot 9:00-3:00

286-2610
170 S. Second., S.J.
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sports
May be revived in 1980

Spartan Baseball Classic off for 1979
By Chuck Hildebrand
The 1979 Spartan
Baseball Classic has been
cancelled due to scheduling
conflicts but may be
resunoll in 1980 if those

problems can be worked
out, according to SJSU
baseball coach Gene
Menges.
Menges said the
Classic, scheduled to be
held for the third time next

,
-fet5011’
c AV"oo.,010 of
ILLUS/0
#

,1111.1S,1,11
MORRIS DAILEY AUD.
’,AT OCT
H 00p fn
ADVANCE TICKETS $2 00 stud
$3
RR,.
S BUSINESS OFF ICE 277 ’
TT THE DOOR $3 00,0,5
,C) gen

March, had to be scratched
because of scheduling
problems both for SJSU
and for otherr participating schools.
"Next year Easter
Week (during which the
tournament was held the
past two years) comes
three weeks later than this
year, and that puts
’everyone right in the
middle of league play,"
Menges explained.
"We’re scheduled for
games all that week and we
have a league series
against Santa Clara that
weekend."
SJSU’s Northern
California Baseball
slate
Association
prevented the staging of
the tournament at an
earlier date, according to
Menges.
"If we had the league
bye at the proper time we
still could have had the
Classic," Menges said,
"but we don’t."
Menges said the
was a
tournament
financial struggle" during
its first two years but that
fiscal considerations were

not involved in the
decisioion to cancel the
Classic.
"It was very upsetting
for the administration to
have to cancel the
Classic," Menges said.

"( Athletic Director Bob)
Murphy liked the tourney
and it gave us national
exposure."
Murphy refused to
comment on the tourney
cancellation.

"I want to get involved
in league scheduling in the
future so that maybe we
can arrange our schedule
the Classic,"
to have
Menges added.
The chances of picking

Women golfers
begin season
By Craig Hammack
One of the lesser known, but most successful teams at
SJSU is the women’s golf team coached by Mark Gale.
Rated 13th after the AIAW Nationals last June, the
golf team begins play Wednesday in Albuquerque, N.M. at
the three-day Tucker Invitational. There are no ratings
for this year because it’s too early in the season.
The Tucker Invitational "tries to get the 12 best teams
that can come." Some teams can’t afford to make the trip
according to Gale, now in his second year at SJSU.
A team’s rating is for the most part based on its
performance at the Nationals the previous year. Twentysix of the top teams play at the Nationals.

TRAVEL
SALE
For the independent travelers

"The course (Tucker) has a par of 74 and a rating of
74, which means it’s a tough course. Normal par iS 72 and
a rating equal to the par means a lot of people don’t break
par," Gale said.

MANY NEW IDEAS AND DISCOUNT
FARES TO CHOOSE FROM
Contact:

up the tournament in 1980 days of the tournament.
are good if scheduling The teams with the first
problems can be worked and second-best records
out, Menges declared. locked horns on the final
"Everyone who played in it day for the championship
wanted a return invitation and the clubs with the third
and we got letters from as and fourth best ledgers met
far away as Harvard for third place.
requesting information on
entering it.
Stanford captured the
"We’ll try to get it fired 1976 Classic with a win over
up again."
University of Pacific in the
The tournament in- finals, and Brigham Young
volved seven teams, all of University took the 1977
which played each other event by knocking off SJSU
once during the first five in the championship game.

"The rough is high and there are huge, huge rolling
greens. The course is 6,140 yards, which is 340 more than a
course has to be in order for the scores to count toward the
Nationals."

Thc Charter Specialists
444 E. William and 10th
292- 1 6 1 3

Playing for SJSU will be Julie Simpson, Lisa
Goedecke, Lisa Baxter, Carol Conidi and Shelley
Flanagan.

amR

Simpson, a freshman and the only new member of the
squad, has been playing on the Ladies Professional Golf
Association tour. In August at the U.S. Open in Indianapolis, Ind. she was the second ranked amateur.

COUPON
CO

or..*

IF YOU DONir
I EAT WNCH
BETWEEN I
t11:30 AND 1:30,
I WE CAN SAVE I
II YOU MONEY! 1.1

WINTER CARNIVAL
3 positions open

Plans, directs, and coordinates activities for the
Winter Carnival. After the carnival, the committee
evaluates the carnival and makes recommendations
for the following carnival committee.

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OFFICE
3rd Floor Student Union
277 3201

0
0

20% off with this coupon!
If you’re too busy with classes around mid -day
to eat lunch . . you’re in luck! Sun ’N Soil
Natural Food Store and Restaurant can save you
20, OFF your lunch bill if you eat with us
between 9 to 11.30 a.m. or 1:30 to 5:45 p.m.
It’s our "Non -Peak -Time-Special". Well fix you
up with a delicious and nutritious Nature Burger,
salad. High -Protein Shake, or maybe just some
delicious frozen yogurt (ours is natural!) So, if
your schedule runs through lunch when most
other people are crammed into those
"chew -and -chokes" around campus, come see
us with this coupon and save money on a
good nutritious meal. Sun ’N Soil . . . just one
block from SJSU at sixth and Santa Clara Streets.

olfr rootd.
by RIchard Johns

Former SJSU baseball start Randy Johnson is shown during the
Spartan Baseball Classic earlier this year. The 1979 Classic has been
cancelled but the event may be reinstated in 1980.

Support
The Spartan
Daily!

Last month in a LPGA event in Alamo she had the
lowest amateur score and could have earned $1,200 for her
effort if she was professional, according to Gale.
Team scoring for the Tucker Invitational combines
the lowest four scores from among the five members of
each team.
Gale’s team finished fifth out of 17 teams at last year’s
Tucker Invitational.

Pioneers test booters
Cal State-Hayward’s
soccer team has a
deceptive 6-5-1 record this
season and it will try to
deceive SJSU Thursday
night at Spartan Stadium.
The Spartan booters
beat the University of
Portland and Stanford
University last week, and
come into Thursday’s 7:30
p.m. contest ranked 20th in
the nation.
"Hayward beat a good
Santa Clara team 2-1 last
week," said Spartan soccer
coach Julie Menendez.
"The Broncos are a far
team than
better
Hayward, at least on
paper."
The Pioneers have
defeated Cal State-Pomona
2-0 and CSU Humboldt 2-0.
"We lost to two good

teams in the Fresno
Classic," said Pioneer
soccer coach Colin Lindores. "We fell to Seattle
Pacific University and
University of Nevada-Las
Vegas.

American Soccer League."
Lindores says that
unlike the Spartans, his
team is young and it will be
the end of the season before
the players learn each
others’ moves.

"To beat SJSU, we’ll
have to hustle all night,
take advantage of their
backs’ mistakes and try to
play as one unit."
The biggest concern of
the Pioneer coach is how
the offense will do against
Spartan goalie Paul Coffee.

"The season is just too
damn short," Lindores
siad, "By the time players
adjust to the system, they
turn pro or go to another
school."

"Hayward has an
exceptional sweeper back
named Regal Prato,"
"I coached Coffee this Menendez said. "We were
summer in Colorado," once hoping that he’d come
Lindores said. "I would her to play soccer."
rank Coffee as the best
The Pioneers have
goalkeeper in college right
now and the second best in been playing extremely
the nation behind Errol well lately according to
Ya sir, goalie for the both Menendez and LinCosmos of the North dores. One reason is
sophomore goaltender, Jim
Amos.
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THE KAMERA KORNER
560 S. Bascom As e.
San Jose. Calif.

SHELLEY’S
STEREO

SUNI’N SOIL
NATURAL FOOD STORE AND RESTAURANT

Watch the
advertising
staff match
editorial bat
for bat. Sunday
April 2, at noon.
South Campus.

Discount Prices HOME

SALESSERVICE

II

III COUPON

MI

MUSIC

SYSTEMS
Stereo
Components EXPERIENCE D
SOUND
Most
Major Brands CONSULTANTS
Calif tilt,, .1)r
( 1)11

344-1781

"Jim Amos is one of
Hayward’s three best
players," Menendez noted.
"Amos is 6-4, so he can
really tend the nets well."
Offensively, Lindores
hoped forwards Steve
Diddle and Mike Larson
can provide some scoring
punch against the Spartans
defense.

Spartan Daily
Serving the
University Community’
Since 1934
Second class pintage paid at San
Jose, California Member of
California Newspaper Publishers Association and the Assoelated Press, Publaihed daily by
San Jose Stale University. except Saturday and Sunday. during the college year The opinions expressed in the paper are
not necessarily thine of the
Associated Students, the Ilniversity Administration or the De.
partment of Journalism and Advertising Subscriptions anepted only on a remainder of
semPster basis Full academic
year, $9 Each semester, {4 50
Off-vainpus price per copy, 10
cents, Phone 277-3101 Advertising 771-3171. Printed by Meredith Newspapers
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JV stickers unbeaten
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By Keith Kropp
In the words of coach
Leta Walter. the SJSU
junior varsity field hockey
team makes the varsity
team what it is.

NM

dr,

For the past several
years, SJSU has been a
powerhouse in field hockey
and the tremendous success of the Spartan JV
stickers is certainly of no
surprise.

- 1111

Like the varsity, the
JV’s are undefeated so far
this season t2-O. both wins
being shutouts, 7-0 over
West Valley College and 9-0
of UC-Davis JV’s.

,

Si

h.
by Christopher Ag/er

Spartan forward Steve Swadley (13). shown here clearing the ball away during a recent game at
Spartan Stadium against the San Jose Earthquakes, is leading the booters in scoring this season.

Who cares?
Today’s questions:
1. Name the only player to be thrown out of a
major league baseball game and never play in one?
Hint: He played and coached professional
basketball.
2. Name the nicknames of the following schools,
a) Wisconsin, b i Texas A and M, c I Tennesse, d
Alabama.
3. What do the following SJSU football players
have in common - tackle Bob Sims, linebacker
Jerry Duran, quarterback Steve DeBerg, tackle
Coleman Kells and red-shirt runningback Mike
Charles. Duran, DeBerg and Kens are former SJSU
gridders.
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Water poloists
meet Cal again
The SJSU water polo
’tam (1-5) will test its luck
at 4:30 p.m. today at West
Valley College when it
faces the U.C.-Berkeley
Bears for the third time
this season.
Defending NCAA
champs, the Bears beat the
Spartans twice earlier in
the season by scores of 19-4
and 15-3.
The first game, played
in Berkeley, did not count
against the Spartans’
record. The Bears administered a defeat that
did count against the
Spartan record at the
NorCal Tournament at
Stanford Friday.
By tying Stanford and
then beating Pepperdine
University, the Bears
.inished the tournament
ith the same record as the
.ardinals. In fact, both
teams beat Pepperdine by

the same score, 14-10.
Going into its tournament, Stanford was the
top-ranked team in the
country by virtue of its 7-0
record and victories in the
highly regarded UC-Irvine
Tournament Sept. 15 and
16.

AminvA
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LAST NIGHT
SAN JOSE PREMIERE
EROTIC COMEDY
FROM BRAZIL

DONA FLOR
AND HER
TWO
HUSBANDS
RATED R
7;30, 9:45
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3 Positions Open

Hears and seeks redress of student grievances con(erning individual members of the faculty, administration, or staff and when appropriate, makes
recommendations concerning appropriate redress to
appropriate persons, and ultimately, if necessary, to
the President of the University.

trti

F loot Student Union
277.1201

r SKI ASPEN.

announcements
PLAN
DENTAL
STUDENT
ENROLL NOW!! For in
formation call AS office or 371
6811.
New Fall Session at
BALLET
Eufrazia School of Ballet
classes,
near
Collegeage
campus. Beg., Int.. Adv. Come
see our new studio. 100 Park
Ave. S..). 241 1300.
Part time work...Set your own
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from sales average S400 S500
monthly. Call Or Jim Harper,
Co op Education Program at
277 3370, or Kevin Sullivan,
Marketing Director at 14081 246
1991. New England Life, of
course! EEOC. M/F.
EXCITEMENT
and
FUNI
TRAVEL! If that’s for you,
SJSU’s synchronized swim club
WANTS you. Come and practice
MWF 6:30 a.M. In WG POOL
OUTDOORS PEOPLE can find
activities and people to share
them with in the SJSU Sierra
Club. Trips include hiking,
backpacking, climbing, rafting,
XC skiing, and more. Meetings
every Tues., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, and alternate between
programs and trip planning.
TRIP PLANNING: 10/day hike,
10/60 backpacking, 10/13.15
Yosemite, 10/22 rafting, 10/31
Halloween party.
ANYONE interested In forming a
SJSU Pm Optometry club call
Ed 14151961 7072 or Chris 447,
5361.
ACADEMY of Ballet, daily 12.
Ballet, Scottish, Modern. 2905
Park Ave., Santa Clara. 295
5394.
COME to the 2nd Ski Club meeting
on Thurs., Oct. 5 at 7.30 p.m
The meeting will be In Eng. 132.
Here’s your chancce to win a
new pair of K 2 skis. Also, come
and find out about our Barn
Dance on Oct 8. If you’ve never
been to one of our Barn Dances,
come to this one and have a
blast! If you can’t make the
meeting, inquire at the Ski Club
Table for the Barn Dance in
formation
NEIGHBORHOOD garage sale.
Chest of drawers, mattress and
TT, Other items. Sale starts
Oct 3 7 at 57 S. 8th. S.J.
SCRABBLE GAME PLAYERS
meet Fridays, 12,30, DASH 348.
Beginners. visitors welcome.
INCREASE INNER SENSITIVITY
Meditation, musicc, discussion.
1178
Tuesdays, B0’30 p.m
Blewett Ave off Willow 298
4509. Circle of Life Fellowship

automotive

ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS. 461 S.
Bascorn Ave., San JON CA
95128. 798-0624 Or 3980625.
STUDENT
SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I .D. CARD. If we don’t have it,
well WO you get it! Be on our
private mailing list for Tenthly

specials
’73 FORD Pinto. Red, 67K MHOS, AT,
AM/FM cassette, great gas
mileage, S750 377 0986

ns ’

I.ewis feels the
Spartans should be a strong

START SEMESTER RIGHT! 76
MGB OD, AM/FM, 17.400 mi.
excellent $4450 firm. Call Ron
or Joan 17071 538 0925, Santa
Rosa
’67 VW good mechanical cond. AM
FM radio. Body and interior are
funky. $350, Call eves. 2949640
’70 TOYOTA, 4 door. 4 spd., radio,
htr . tires good, clean. Good
commute car. SOSO/offer. 298
1047.
’78 MERCEDESBENZ. 3,000 tni.
Ivory with tobacco interior.
$14,500. Cell 265.6618 aft. 4:30.
’77 HONDA CB 200T. Exc. mech.
cond. Looks great. Ideal for
student. B111,264,4799.
’75 HONDA 500. Exc. cond., OK
miles. $770. 2460025. 911p.m.

help wanted
COUNT FOR CASH. Be an
Inventory Taker. We have
several permanent part time
positions available for people
looking for year round extra
income. work on the average of
15 to 20 hrs. per week. All you
need is a good knowledge of
simple math and available to
work either EARLY MOO
RINGS and WEEKENDS; OR
EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon. thru Fri
830 am to 5 pm. We train you.
Washington Inventory Service
2390 Walsh ave., Santa Clara
241.2363

KAPPA Delta Sorority needs
hashers for evening dinner. If
interested. call 279 9035. ask for
Sue
RESPITE worker Respite care for
parents of developmentally
disabled children and young
adults. Revelant exp. desirable
$3.10/hr. and mileage reirn
bursements, other benefits.
Must have car . 744 SS75.
HOMEMAKER. In home care for
elderly clients, personal care.
light housekeeping and Iran
sportation. Will train. $3.10/hr
plus mileage reimbursement
and other benefits. Must nave
car 2445575.
Summer/full
OVERSEAS JOBS
time. Europe. S. America,
Australia, Asia. etc. All fields.
$500 S1,200 monthly, expenses
paid. sightseeing. Free info.
Write International Job Center,
Box 4490 SB Berkeley, CA 94704.
2490 Channing Way.
PIZZA help. Openings available for
full or part time help on both day
and evening shifts Please apply
in person. Camden Ave. Round
Table. 5385 Camden. 5.1,
DESK clerk position open. 8-16
hrs/wk. 3.11 p.m. shift will in.
clude Mondays. 13.51/hr. to
start. Call 295.2626.
GOOD handyman who can do a !prof
cleaning is needed Hours from
2 8.4days/wk and wknds., oplo
40 hrs. Call 328 0855, eves., 867
01188.

help for pleasant
Female
handicapped lady. WS. flexible.
Alcoa Sather 249 7575
Staff Member needs Childcare: P/T
Almaden
S200/mo.
days,
Expy/Hillsda le Area; own
trans. Ref. Req. Call 265 1851
eves.
Nutrition minded person needed at
Sun and Soil Nalural Food Store
and Restaurant to work food
service approx. 25 hrs/wk. Ask
for Ron at 287 8887.
Hours/GOod
Pay
Flexible
L VN’s
Aides/Ord.-S4.50/hr.
$5.62/hr. RN’s $0/hr. Some
experience required. Call 287
1749 for appt. New Horizons
Nursing Resources. 2775 Park
Ave. Santa Clara
WANTED: Sales Manager for small
Bay Area humor magazine that
would
like to be large
hu mor. Persons capable of
achieving this should contact the
San Jose comic Page. PO Box
8211. SJ, 95155
Female lead singer seeks working
band to blow some funky jazz
and top, 4012 and B with Teresa
354 0150
Wanted: Student Art Vendors for a
In
Mini Fantasy Faire:
terested? Call Diana eves. at
292 7839
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR: for
classes. Exp leaching
beg
children requ exp, teaching
Base pay
gymnastics pref
$.3.00/hr, 4 10 hrs/wk. Contact
Bruce Irvine, West Valley
Gymnastics School, 909 Deli
Ave. P.O. Box 31, Campbell, CA
95008 374 8692
JANITORIAL help wanted M/F.
03.25/11r. w/quick raises if
reliable 2O30 rots/wk. 9 p.m. 7
am Call Tom at 287 0768 early
aft only.

’Most of the players
coming here have good
high school backgrounds,
but most of all they have a
tremendous desire to play
the game."

Sponsored by

LSJSU

SKI CLUB

For more information
Come to the next meeting
Thursday, Oct. 5 at 7:30 p.m.
In Engineering Rm 132
Or call Joe at 268-2529 imens,

This Saturday when
the varsity team travels to
Stanford, the JV’s take on
the Stanford JV’s at 11:30

Intramural scores
Results from 9-28 and 9-29
Thursday 13:30) League
Markham Hall 9, Moulder Boulders 0
Thursday 15:151 League
The Freak Brothers 14, The Crabs 7
Royce Ions 32, Sigma No 19
Individuals No. 3 12, Geography 6
I.F.C. League
Sigma Nu 13, Phi Delta Theta 7
Theta Chi 60, Kappa Sigma 0
Sigma Chi 47, Sigma Alpha Mu 0
Alpha Tau Omega 14, Alpha Phi Alpha 0

Lewis stated that
Paride and Melko, both
juniors and playing on the
JV level for the third year,
are varsity level players. It
is just a situation where
there are not enough spots

housing
Female Graduate with Child to
share 2 bath house with same.
Pets OK. No drugs. 225 3950 eve.
ROOM AND BOARD, t blk, from
campus. 155 So 11th St. Great
food, quiet study hrs. $130/mo.
Call 297 9473 anytime.
TV, kitchen, mad serv., piano, game
room. parking, 532 per week
share. $4.5 50/wk single. 202 So
11th St 293 7374
I am a single father with a young
son. In exchange for free room
and board, I would like someone
to do light housekeeping and
cooking. Call 916 2362 after 6.
One mile from 5.1511 room in nice 4
bedroom house. 1z3 bath, 2
story, fenced yard, shag carpet,
kitchen privileges. 0130 PluS
utilities. No pets, no smokers
Call Ted at 286 3371
WOMAN to share house in East
foothills. 0I50 mo. Call 251 9094
alter 7p.m
ROOMMATE wanted to share house
in Willow Glen Non smoker
3100/rno and utilities. 767 1400
FEMALE SJSU student wants rm.,
own bath/kit priv or board
Sep entrance pref Have cat
Quiet. 0135 150 max Straight.
Older . Have turn. 985 2743. 10
p.m.

lost and found

FOUND Calculus book on the 2nd
floor of the library on 9/21 Call
Kevin, 277 830

I lost

a dinner ring near the ED
building about 9.11 it is oblong.
5 stones, w/lue serail ires in a lacy
geld setting about size 5
REWARD 5550 Call Ida Smith.
14151 451 3100. Or return to the
Spartan Pub

personals

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs
AUTO, HOME,F IRE, HEALTH
If you are not already with Slate
Farm. call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient foryou
on campus, your home or my
office. Let’s gel together and
give you better coverage for less
money CALL MORY STAR,
253 32770, 446 3649
1978 YAMAHA DT 175 163 orig mi
Rear knobby 5700 Call 245 4219
Ask for Dana

.1 knes
knes
5 ’ones
6 fares

One
day
$I 50
200
2 50
300

am Seeking a woman to become my
companion. I am hadicapped an
have a minor voice Impediment.
Call Brian at 298 2308.
_
RHO THETA TAU SPARTANS,
WHERE ARE YOU?

HAPPY Bithday Denise! you’re not
getting older, you’re getting
funnier! Margie, Pat, Noreen,
Gary, etc And the spaghetti
better be good!
HEY Anchor Clankers! John C .
John F Gary P. Ron and Dave
R. Thanks for al the help We
wouldn’t have made it without
you guys! Delta Gammas love
yOu! I do too! K T

PIZZA Robert, Happy 18th. I hope
It’s a great yer for you! Love.
Ice cream Sue
HAPPY 18th
SUE HOUATT ER
BIRTHDAY!!!! Guess who?

FEMALE vocalist wanted to
accompany songwriter/guitar
151. Call Shannon at 998.0503
TO Uncle Richee, SS, and even Mr.
Babachoo. You’ve really kept
we hopping this week. OF!
.
.
.
_
FRANCISCO’, I’ll pass you the
binoculars
forever.
Lon,
tananza’s.

services

TERI Sweeney wears hiking boots.

LOOKING for a WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHER? Images by
John are expressions of love,
soft, elegant. and understood be
everyone. For the finest wed
ding photography. call John
Paulson at 269 7937

DEAR SNOOK. Big 11 and still going
strong. You make me really
AN
HAPPY
happy.
NIVERSARY! LoveCOwbOv.

FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
didate. Group S10,mo. Private
520/mo. Call 287 5946

FEMALE roommate wanted: Share
home in Willow Glen. Working
professional Or older stndent
preferred, 24-35, non smoker, no
kids Messages for Kathleen.
251 8623, will return call.

TYPING AND CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION SI page and
up. All work accurate and proof
read. IBM Selectric Ii KITTY
CARTER 263 4525
r

DAR THIE bushwacker without a
weapon can Sea bushwackee!!!
Where was your light saber? 02
D2.

TYPING Thesis. term papers. etc
Experienced and fast Phone
269 8674

LINDA I Are your toes as strange
as your f ingers??? E W
THINKING about a new job? Ready
to bartend some holiday partys
for extra money? Start classes
NOW! 525 off with ad. Santa
Clara Bartenders School 253 N
4th St , San Jose 293 5416

’NO Fast. Accurate. and
Reasonable too Try me in West
San Jose Please r all Patty at
9114 1642

stereo

MPM IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND,
UNIQUE sound. Supperior
design and crattmanship. All
this plus an unlimited warranty.
We specialize in custom loud
speakers for stereo, musical
instruments. and PA. We build
to your specifications within a
Price range you ChOOSe Or it VOU
prefer, select from our standard
models. Give us a listen before
making that final decision. We’ll
change your mind. For more
info. call 866 8969 anytime and
ask for Mike or Lee. MPM
CUSTOM SPEAK ER SYSTEMS
AUDIO ENTERPRISES MAST IT.
1050 percent discount! Your
campus buying service for 287
major brands of home elec
tronics Stereo compacts, audio
components, accessories. pro
sound equip.. auto sound. TV.
VCR’s, videogames. watches
and calculators All items new
w/full mfg warranty. plus 10
day defective exchange op
tional 5 yr parts and labor
Free tape or stylus timer oh’ any
system, free set up and advice
All at the lowest prices
anywhere For more into, price
quotes. call 255 5555. M F. 3 10.
wknds Ask for Ken
Now
recommending the incredible
MPM Custom Speaker Systems
AUDIO ENTERPRISITS HAS

02 02. Streaker. 50 51 and uader
saw Yose in Eng 147 Main
Pizza sccene was great! Nile
Going. i ars
BEEN bounced by Beth the
bouncer? Watch Out! She knows
Karate!
GAYLE, Gayle. Gayle dear! House
is sold! Only 30 more days 01 1.li.
in Willow Glen. Lori Y.
RATHER BE PARTYING"
you would too, then show the
world with a high quality vinyl
bumper stikker Don’t be the
last in your frat. dorm or block
Order yours TODAY! Only 71
cents. 2/51 HR Prod 950 S Art,
St , S.) 95912
PLANT a pit
for it

Owe
days
2 00
250
3 00
300

7hree
days
2 25
275
3.25
370

Four
days
2 40
2.90
3 40
300

Fore
days
1 50
300
3 50
4.00

50

50

50

50

a WIT!, may grow

ERIC GREEN HAT Felt your song
at Peanuts It made me cry
Keep on pickin, you area rare
beauty of Oman PLANE JANE

Each
add,
honer
day
35
35
35
35
MOM,

P11111 HAM.,

Address
COY

Enrlosed is S

Days

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

Check a Clessehreiron
Help Wanted
Lost end Found
Pereonels

Services
Traver
Stereo

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95114

’

PARKING space for rent two blocks
from campus Call 298 0979

Print Your Ad Here:

Menomern Three Lams One Day
Stones’s., ode lee Issues, $2500

Announcements
Automotive
For Sale

DEAR GREEN EYES You’ve got
me floating on Cloud Nine The
Blonde

Personal Image Consultant You
receive a 2 hour consultation
and portfolio detailing a per
sonar color analysis. (your
dynamite colors, about 70 colors
per person, out of a set of 5001.
fabric and metal suggestions,
make up colors, personal Style
deScr,ptiOn. how to use your
Colors, how to look at the latest
fashions and tell what sort of
thing is yours and what isn’t. all
Questions about vour colors and
Dress for
style answered
Success Method also discussed
for men and women $40 corn
aloe Call Carol at 147 1504
5 300 OOPM most evenings.

lEiviot emu yiniately 30 letters aild clii,

erh eddrhonel One add
50

STARRING tonight on the Judy
Miller snow will be Amy G as
she celebrates her 70th B D Will
she he wearing her 0 D suit,
CMAG

DAVE Beeeeeeeeee Love. Happy
21st B Day. Pole Time Buys of
S.A.E

ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to
and
interpret
calculate
horoscopes in small per
sonalized
classes
Clear,
organized instruction from
experienced teachers. Begin
ning and Advanced levels
available. Call DONNICE at 292
0966
_
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
PERMANENTLY.
Renee
Towers State
Licensed,
Registered Electrologist. Ii yrs.
Complimentary
experience
consultation. Located off S
Bascom on Stokes. By aPle.295
5911.
_
!IF LIP IT!! October 9th Bar S -que
Pits 10:30 12:30

RATES--

for sale

ONLY $289

Most of their matches are
preliminaries with the JV
squads of other schools.

Two of the standouts
for the JV’s are Gayle
Paride and Mary Jo Melko,
who are the two alternates
for the varsity squad.

MIL
’74 CAPRI VS. Esc cond., cheap
transportation 02,200. 298 0979

January 13-20
7 nights -6 days
Air fare lodging lift tickets

JV
The Spartan
stickers do not play in an
organized
conference.

"The JV’s really push
the varsity in practice.
They make them work,"
head varsity coach Leta
Walter said.

Veteran slugger Bobby
Bonds has joined another
club.
The Texas Rangers
sent the high-salaried
outfielder to the Cleveland
Indians along with pitcher
Len Barker for relief
pitcher JIII1 Kern and
utility infielder Larvell
Blanks.
Bonds started his
career with the San
Francisco Giants in 1968.

classifieds

ted Students Office

Assoc

Discussing the team
coach Carolyn Lewis says
the JV’s are faster than the
varsity, but don’t have the
stick work.

on a varsity team that
carries nine seniors.

unit again this year, with
an undefeated season a
definite possibility.

Bonds
swapped

Deadline two days prior to puhlicetron
Consecutive putoNcetion dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads

-:
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Inner ear may be the key to _prof’s motion sickness study
By John Jones
The motion sickness
that affects some people
when they board an airplane or boat, or ride in a
ear, also affects astronauts
in space.
That’s why Dr. Robert
Fox, associate professor of
psychology at SJSU, is
studying the effects of
motion sickness drugs on
rats under a National
Aeronautics and Space
Administration -Ames Research grant If $39,886.
Fox’s research is
centered on the role

histamine drugs play in
motion
combating
sickness, and the path the
drugs take through the
nervous system of rats.

direction at the same time,
such as in an airplane
going through turbulance,
it throws the individual’s
vesticular system off, Fox
explained.

So far, though, exactly
what causes motion
sickness has not been
discovered. Fox said.
However, there is evidence
that the vesticular system,
or inner ear, which affects
balance, is suspected to be
a major contributor to the
problem, Fox said.

NASA will use Fox’s
studies to try to prevent
any
possible
motion
sickness of participants in
the Space Shuttle and
Skylab programs. Many of
the participants have not
had the flying experience
that the astronauts have.
Fox said.

When an individual is
moved on two planes of

ACADEMIC FAIRNESS
COMMITTEE

Fox’s work is being
correlated with other
related research projects
on the hormonal and
behavioral aspects of
motion sickness.

Hears complaints and charges of violation of rights
from students om erning general and specific issues
ink Ms ing
tam vim matters. Makes reconi
mendmions for redress to the Academic Vice
President.

HUI

The bulk of the
products will come from
the warehouses of the
Associated Co-ops, of
which the San Jose Food
Co-op is a member.
"The produce will be
purchased from a man who
runs a local fruit stand and
he in turn will buy directly
from area farmers,"
Rauch-Brown said.

HAS A
HAIR AFFAIR
20% off
r

rh th, a

RI PKr N

194-4086 35 S. FOURTH SI.
294-89851/2 block from SJSUJ
NM Milk\

The profits made at the
store will go into lowering
the mark-ups on many
items.
"The perishable items
will be a higher mark-up
because, obviously, they
don’t last as long," RauchBrown commented. "But
over all we will try to keep

roll 49;Ci Bish01:1
CIGARS NEWSDEALER

TOBACCO

LARGEST SELECTION OF PERIODICALS
IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
FEATURING (HOW -TO BOOKS)

295-4371 TIL 9 PM 7 DAYS A WEEK
’1 E SANTA CL ARA ST BETWEEN 2ND R.3RD

Bea Campus
Hero...
TAKE A FRIEND TO LUNCH!
Be the big dude on campus. invite
friend out to eat at Carl’s Jr.’
During this special offer you
can buy two Carl’s Famous
Star Hamburgers’ for the
price of one and look good
doing it
Sink your teeth into a
100% pure beef patty charbroiled to perfection,
garnished with fresh lettuce.
tomatoes and our own
special sauce on a toasted
sesame seed bun . .
nELICIOUS!
I

CM 4A

479

Buy one get one free!
Present this coupon and get 2 Carl’s Famous
Star Hamburgers’ for the price atone
Limit one coupon per customer
please

Caring

OFFER EXPIRES.

11/15/78

AT THIS LOCATION ONLY

You’ve Got Tooter

suffer
Adolescents
from motion sickness much
more often than do adults,
Fox said, and infants
rarely ever suffer from the
illness.
However, the reasons
for these contrasts has not
yet been discovered, Fox
said.
When a person adapts
to one type of motion
sickness, air sickness for
example, any change in the
motion of the airplane

Richard Fox
could trigger the ’,Mess
again, Fox added.
The grant is tor two
years. If Fox is granted a
sabbatical leave for fall
1979, he will work full time
at NASA on his research.
Currently he is working at
home and in his spare time
on the study.

response to the initial
accreditation report, and
gives an indication of what
is being planned for the
next five, Foote said.
Thorne said denial of
accreditation is rare.
Sister Sally Furay,
vice president and provost
at the University of San
Diego, will chair the team,
according to Thorne.
Ambrose R. Nichols,
professor emeritus of
chemistry and former
president of California
State College at Sonoma,
and James C. Goodwin,
assistant to the president at
of
University
the
California, will also be on
the team.

Normal procedure for
a five-year accreditation
visit, according to Thorne.
is for the team, to go over
the university’s report the
day before the visit at
which time they draw up an
itinerary for the next day.
Once on campus they
are likely to meet with
President Gail Fullerton.
her staff, and school deans
to discuss the report and
arrange interviews -with
whomever they want to I
interview" for the afternoon, she said.
The full accreditation
procedure, done once every
ten years, involves 11 to 12
people on campus for three
days, Foote said.

JUDICIARY
4 Positions Open
constitutionality under AS C onittuline ot an, e 5 a,bon and is
lerprets Constilubon upon reuuesi or Council Of A S President lie Judiciary has
oe,ginal purosdoc lion in case, inyolring alleued yloialloons of A S reuulalions Hears

Determiner

appeals trom decisions oh lower iudicial bodies

(Continued from Page 1)
Once the co-op gets "on
its feet" they plan to introduce non-food items
such as health and beauty
aids and utensils.
"We will not have meat
immediately, but eventually we will," added
Hoover.
"We will also stock a
lot of foods that can be
grabbed as snacks."

As.oN
(Mit e
.1.1 ti,,, %iliden. ’Mini
277 1201

le r1

People may suffer
from airsickness, but not
be affected by motion
sickness in a car, he noted.

A three -person accreditation team will be
conducting a one-day study
at SJSU Oct. 31 at which
time the university is
expected to have its accreditation renewed, said
an official from the
Western Association of
Schools and Colleges
( WASC I Tuesday.
The visit is a follow-up
on the normal accreditation
procedure
which occurs at ten-year
intervals, said Evelyn
Thorne, administrative
assistant with the WASC.
"They will be looking
at largely academic areas
and standards," said John
Foote, dean of academic
planning.
His office has prepared
a 200-page report which
outlines actions taken in

Nutritious food, sundries
seen in S.J. co-op future

4 Positions Open

ail

His research has also
led to some insights into
motion sickness itself.

Team to conduct review
of University standards

95 S. Market St.
San Jose
wine. rirri nir

mei

l’ir

prices down."
Members will have the
opportunity to serve on
committees within the coop.
"There will be committees on hiring, fund
and
finance
raising,
education,’ Rauch -Brown
said.
One of the main goals
of the store will be to
educate people about food
and its nutritional value.
Rauch-Brown said they
intend to hold classes or
guest
with
meetings
speakers who are related.
witt
in
their field,
nutrition.
"I think that once the
co-op is firmly established,
it will stock foods that are
nutritious and beneficial to
the individual buying
them," said Leslie Sandford, a student from the
Graduate School of Social
Work at SJSU, who is doing
a year long internship at
the co-op.
"I’m getting credit for
something I really enjoy
doing," she said. "I’d say
that the major advantage
of shopping at a co-op is
that it’s a place where you
don’t feel alienated."
There are presently
two students from the SJSU
school of social work doing
internships at the store.
Sandford described
their functions as working
on a community outreach
program (educating low
income persons as to
proper eating habits I.
evaluating food needs in
local neighborhoods and
fund raising.
"We’ve raised the
money to start up the co-op
through fund raising efforts such as jog-a-thons,
bake sales and dances,"
Rauch -Brown said.

But major backing for
the store has come from
grants from the Campaign
for Human Development
Services, the co-op housing
program in Berkeley and
the sale of food checks.
"We are selling food
which are
checks,
redeemable for food items,
to raise money for the
initial inventory," RauchBrown said. "Those who
have purchased the checks
will, over a 12-week period,
get their money back in
groceries."
The food checks can be
purehased in two forms.
"If you buy a pack of
checks for $50 you will
receive $52.50 worth of
groceries. Likewise, if you
buy the $100 pack you’ll
receive $105 credit," she
said.
The only condition is
that you can not use all of
the food checks the day you
buy them, said Rauch Brown.
Lin Young, a social
science senior at SJSU and
co-op volunteer says that
his support of co-op stores
is philosophical
"It’s an alternative to
mainline stores," he said.
"Instead of having advertising for unhealthy
food items, the co-op offers
much healthier foods and
in bulk, so you save
money."
In total, the co-op has
raised close to $4,000 by
selling food checks.
"People have faith in
us and they aren’t afraid
that they might lase their
money," Rauch -Brown
said. "It’s people trusting
people and that’s basically
what we’re all about."
She mentioned that
there is a need for people

with specific talents in
areas such as carpentry,
electrical work, art for
posters and just about any
other need that might arise
when people are working
together.
San Jose Food Co-op
planning started in the
spring of 1977.
"Next Saturday’s
opening will be simple we’ll just be opening the
business,"
doors
for
Rauch-Brown said. "We’re
planning a grand opening
in November with a lot of
activities."
The co-op received a
$1,800 grant from the
Associated Students to
purchase cash registers,
and the co-managers are
being salaried by a grant
from CETA.
-We employ three comanagers, two VISTA
volunteers and we are
expecting four more VISTA
volunteers in the winter.
Rauch-Brown estimates that it will take one to
two years for the co-op to
be fully organized and selfsufficient.
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% DISCOUNT1
with student I.D

High quality at low prices
Full selection of gem stones,
jewelry making supplies,
tools and equipment
Friendly service
founded

Well

,

experience

"A unique place for those
one -of -a -kind needs"

BINKLEY’S 1
LAPIDARY SUPPLY
2202 Lincoln Ave.
San Jose
269-7773
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A man who believed in war.
A man who believed in nothing.
And a woman who believed
in both of them.

Cutbacks forcing
program changes
(Continued from Page 1)
such as Engineering and Business should be considered
when drawing up priorities, Roy Young of the Political
Science department agreed.
"But," he added, "with respect to departments like
Engineering, we could have 26 million engineering
students and it wouldn’t do any good if the state wouldn’t
fund that many."
SJSU President Gail Fullerton recommended a
"statement of mission" to be included in any final report
on educational priorities.
Without some specific statement supporting items
like women’s and minority programs, she said, such
groups would suffer greatly under any across-the-boards
cutbacks or cutbacks determined by student preferences.
Any final setting of priorities on liberal arts versus
professional programs should take into account the
changing times, she indicated.
"Ten years ago, it may have been ’A liberal education
for all and a professional education for some," she noted.
’Now, though, it may be more like ’A liberal
education for all and a professional education for most,’ "
she said.
The educational priority report was returned to the
Curriculum Committee for revision and discussion and
will be back on the Senate’s agenda Nov. 27.
Announced openings for more than twenty students
on Senate committees. Interested students should contact
the Associated Students.
In other business, the Senate voted to:
Change the title of "Dean of Faculty" to Associate
Academic Vice President for Faculty Affairs." The new
title, it was argued, more clearly reflects the duties of the
dean.
"Neutralize" all references to gender in Senate and
University documents. In new documents or revisions of
old ones, the pronoun "he" will be replaced by and or
she."
Announced Dan Burger of the English Department
as replacement for Sybil Weir on the Professional Standards Committee.
Reserved Oct. 30 for a report on the revised general
education report.
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Big band: experimental and swing;
SJSU musicians are ’free to explore’
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Dwight Cannon, jazz band instructor, is hardly a typical instructor. He once
worked with Ann Margaret and Les Brown
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Cannon
not typical
jazz instructor
SJSU jazz instructor
Dwight Cannon, 46, is
hardly a typical university
instructor.
How Many teachers
have toured with big-band
leaders like Les Brown and
Ann
audition
helped
Margaret for a recording
job when she was an
unknown college freshman?
Even his home is outof-the-ordinary. He lives on
a 27-foot sailboat tied up at
the Embarcadero Cove in
Oakland.
: Cannon left a life of
conventionalism years ago,
beginning with his
graduation from Woodland
School near
High
Sacramento.
"When I got out of high
school I joined the Navy
;and played trumpet in their
land," said the six -footfour-inch greying teacher.
"As soon as I left I went on
the road and played music
with people like I,es Brown
and Freddy Martin."
His road work landed
him a job with a band
playing for a Chicago
television talk-show called
:1’Intown Tonight," in 1955.

He worked there
several years before taking
a job at a recording studio
where one of his tasks was
to work with new talent.
In 1959, Cannon said a
shy college coed came to
audition for a recording job
-- her name was Ann
Margaret.
"Her image then was
nothing like the sexy image
she has today," he said
with a smile. "She seemed
very shy and innocent.
"I could see she was
very talented but the
producers felt she was too
inexperienced and didn’t
hire her," he continued. "A
couple years later she
made it big!"
After getting a
Bachelor’s degree from the
University of Chicago,
Cannon
moved
to
aalifornia where he
became a high school
music teacher.
In 1965, Cannon met the
SJSU music department
chairman at a teaching
convention in Los Angeles.
He was offered a chance to
build a jazz program at
SJSU and accepted. He has
been here ever since.

By Jon Bernal
The SJSU big jazz band
hardly seems like a
collection of students
practicing at a lab session.
They are surprisingly
polished, easing through
intricate arrangements set
to a madcap pace.
The big band is just one
of a number of performing
groups which make up the
SJSU jazz program.
"By the time they get
into this experimental
group," said Jazz director
Dwight Cannon, "they are
already experienced,
improvise well, read well,
and really know their instrument-they have the
tools to explore."
Cannon has
been
honing those tools of
musicianship since he
began the jazz program in
1965. Before then, he said

the SJSU jazz program
consisted of "a number of
guys who got together
unofficially at early hours
to play, since they had no
facility.
"We are the first and
only university in the West
to offer a degree in music
with a concentration in
jazz," he said." Some of
our graduates have gone on
to play with people like
Woody Herman, Stan
Kenton, Don Ellis, and
Frank Zappe."
Cannon said the entire
program stresses music
history and theory as well
as the performing angle
and takes about four years
to complete.
"A student gets into the
prgram by auditioning," he
said. "The student’s ability
to read, technical skill, and
improvisational ability are
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help wanted.
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Rear knobby S700 Call 245.4219.

53.25/hr,

Ask for Dana.

reliable. 20 30 mrs/wk. 9 p.m. -2
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SEMESTER

START

RIGHT!
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For
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formation call A.S. office or 371

MOB: OD, AM/FM, 17.400 mi.
excellent. 84450 firm. Call Ron

6811.

or

Jean

17071

53150925,
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KAPPA

Santa

New Fall Session at
BALLET
of
Ballet
Eufrazia
School
College age
classes,
near
campus

Beg., Int., Adv. Come

see our new studio. 1441 Park
Ave. Si. 241.1300.
your
own
work...Set
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques Earnings

Part Time

average $400 5500
monthly. Call Or Jim Harper,
Coop Education Program at
from

sales

Sullivan,
Kevin
177 3370. or
Marketing Director at 14081 246
1991.

New

England

Life,

’78 MERCEDES -BENZ. 3,000 mi.
Ivory with tobacco interior.

and

trip

parents

of

disabled

children

and

In home care for

SPOrtation. Will train. 53 10/hr.
plus mileage reimbursement
and other benefits Must have

SOO.

Exc.

cond.,

FOR

CASH.
Taker.

permanent

Summer/full
S.
America,

monthly, expenses
paid. sightseeing. Free into.
Write International Job Center,
Box 4490 SB Berkeley, CA 94704,

Be

an

We

have
time

Halloween party.

is a good knowledge of
simple math and available to
MOR
work
either
EARLY

to

need
interested in forming a

SJSU Pre Optometry club call
Ed 14151961 7072 or Chris 447.

NINGS and WEEKENDS,

5361.

GOOD handyman who can do a total
cleaning Is needed. Hours from
2-f, 4 dayS/wk. and wknas., up to
40 hrs. Call 3290855, eves., 847

OR

EVENINGS and WEEKENDS.
Come in and apply Mon. tttru Fri
82.

0888.

Santa

2398 Walsh ave.,

Clara

LOK
that
nore
She
ests
day
vith
and
on’
the
nct,
ties
ire,
The
the
the
I a
use
aid,
’ere
Des
s 14
the
MB.

are
the
ndof
lid,
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ing

Camera One: "The Last Waltz" and "Fillmore"
tonight and tomorrow night; "Coming Home" and
"Midnight Cowboy" Saturday through Monday. $2.00
students, $2.50 non -students. Call theater for times. 2936818.
Eulipia Crepe Cafe: Eddie Jefferson tomorrow night
and Ray Brown Saturday night. Call 293-6818 for time and
admission price.
NOT SO LOCAll.
Yes 8 p.m. Saturday at the Oakland Coliseum.
Tickets are $6.50 to $8.50 at BASS and Coliseum box office.
Paul Anita 8:30 p.m. Friday at the Circle Star
Theater. Tickets are $7.50 to $9.50 at BASS and Circle Star
box office.

Art
Exhibit
SJSU art student Scott
Miller will be displaying
pastel and pencil drawings
with fellow student Mike
sculpture
Gustayson s
work at the Montalvo
Center for the Arts in
Saratoga Oct. 4 through 22.
also featured in their
exhibit will be paintings by
David Maxim.
The center is open
Tuesday through Sunday
from Ito 4 p.m.

Spartan Daily
Serving the
University C’ommunily
Since 1934
Second class protege paid at San
Member Of
Jose, California

Wanted:

Journalism

trans.

come to this one and have a
blast! If you can’t make the

eves.

to

Student

Req. Call 265,1851

the

Board

and

2187 or visit us in the Student
Programs and Services off ice.
CHICANO JOURNALISM and ART

Responsible student with car

for

yardwork

and
errands. Willow Glen area. 3
housework,

tor Banal 2874887.

hrs/day. M F 13/hr. plus gas.

Hours/Good

Pay.

A ides/Ord. -$4.50/hr.
LVN’s
RN’s,S11/hr.
Some

Nursing

San Jose Comic Page, PO Box
8211, Si. 95155

298 0624

or

Graduate with Child to
share 2 bath house with same.
Pets OK No drugs. 225 3950 eve.

Tv, kitchen, mad serv., piano, game
room, parking. $32 per week
share. $45 50/wk single 202 So.

3040150
for
GYMNASTICS INSTRUCTOR
beg
teaching
classes
E op
children

cop,

recut

S3.99/hr. 110 hrsiwk

spec ia Is

Bruce

Irvine,

KAREN,

Registered Electrologist. 12 yrS.
off

S.

’74 CAPRI V 6 Esc cond., cheap
transportation $2.200.798 0979

Bascom on Stokes, By 8001,295

an

tIFLIP ITO October 9th Bar -blue
Pits 10:30 12:30

office.

ONE

My wild Tchapotou lie. Hondo Happy
Hondo
Hendo
Kongo
Pindo
Bongo Birthday Alec!!! And
Mora T: Pigs. Birds, Cows Cows

I am seeking a woman to become my
companion. I am hadicapped an

Cows!

have a minor voice impediment.

RHO

THETA

TAU

Going

home for Christmas?
If
interested in charter flight to

St-1.-A-Ril-sP;S.

CASSETTE

CARTER 263 4525

stereo

FEMALE

vocalist

wanted

forever.

IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND,
UNIQUE
sound
Supper ior
design and c rat tmanship All
this plus an uni.mited warranty
We specialize in custom

loud

for stereo, musical
instruments. and PA We build
to your specifications within a
price range you choose Omit you
prefer, select from our standard
models. Give us a listen before
making that final decision. We’ll
change your

mind For more
info, call 866 8969 anytime and
for Mike or Lee
MPM
CUSTOM SPEAKER SYSTEMS
ask

campus buying service for 28;
major brands of home elec
tronies Stereo compacts, audio
components,

accessories, pro
sound equip
auto sound. TV,
VCR’s, videogames, watches
and calculators All items new
w/full mfg warrantr. Plus 10
day

defective exchange op
5 yr parts and labor
Free tape or stylus timer want,
system, free set up and advice
All
at
the
lowest
prices
tional

anywhere For more info, price
quotes, call 255 5555, M F. 210
wknds
Ask
for
Ken
Now
recommending the inc red ibis.
MPM Custom Speaker Systems
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS
IT t

335 3905

IAll Personals

to

songwriter/guitar

I’ll pass

mPM

NY/Newark please call (IOC I

WHERE ARE YOU?

the

you

in Thursday
editions, 2 lines
for 75e

services

Personal

Image Consultant. You
receive a 2 hour consultation
and portfolio detailing a per

Lan

color

sone)

(your

analysis,

TERi Sweeney wears hiking boots

dynamite colors. about 70 colors
per person. out of a set of ROL

DEAR SNOOK. Big it and Still Wing
strong. You make me really
AN
HAPPY
happy

fabric

Make up colors, personal style
description. how to use your

NiVERSARY! Love Cowboy

colors, how to look at Me latest

FEMALE roommate wanted Share
home in Willow Glen Working
professional or older stndent

questions abort your colors end

Beth
the
by
bounced
BEEN
bouncer? Watch outi She knOWS

and

metal suggestions,

fashions and tell what sort of
thing is yours and what isn’t, all
style

answered

Dress

for

Success Method also discussed
for men and women S40 corn
plete Call Carol at 247 2504

251 8623, will return call

Karate!

ROOMMATE wanted to share house
Non smoker
in Willow Glen
5100/mo and utilities. 267 1400.

OR

GAYLE. Gayle, Gayle dear. House
Is sold! Only 30 rnore days of life

PARK ING spare for rent two blocks
from campus Call 2980970
TYPING

Thesis, term papers. eh
Phone
Experienced and fast

in Willow Glen. Lori Y

2698611

277- 3175
Spartan Daily
Classifieds

JC 208

Print Your Ad Here:

RATES--

30 iette,
Each
add,.

One

Two

Three

Four

Fore

aortal

day

days
200

days
125

days
240

days
250

day

2 75
320

2 90
340

300

35
35

350

35
35

11 50

3 fines
4 fines
5 fines

250

1 50
300

6 fines

3 00

3 50

3 75

3 90

4 00

50

50

50

SO

2 00

50

Metanorn Three (thee One Dee
Semester rare lao gapes) 425 00
Check

Automotive

Help Wanted
Lost and Found

For Sale

Personals

253 32710r 446 3648

(noosed .s

I

co,

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:

Clessdicenon

Announcement.

Let’s get together and
give you better coverage for less
money. CALL. MOOT STAR,

Phone

or,’ nen,

Each eddhone, fin dr1

Each semester. 14.50
Off-campus price per copy, 10

YOU’RE

valley
Deli

AND

TRANSCRIPTION SI page any
up All work accurate and proof
read IBM Selectric II, KITTY

BROWSE.

accidents. Crash bars. Back
rest, S475/offer 566 5771 after 6.

at my office or home and we’ll
set up a time convenient foryou
on campus, your home or my

outsider

TOO!!!OBI WAN

to share house sn East
foothills. 5150 ma Call 251 9094

’75 HONDA 3601 GO Coed Ions,.No

brisk

2151

R2.D2’ You’re so cote you have
icicles hanging from your nose
You shouldn’t talk about being

5911.

preferred, 24 35, non smoker, no
kids Messages for Kathleen.

after? p m

Contact
909

TYPING

5 300 WPM most evenings

95008 314 8692

gas

HAPPY

BIRTHDAY!!! Love, Dave

Licensed,

and board, I would like someone
to do light housekeeping and
cooking Call 926 2367 after 6
WOMAN

pay

Ave P.O Box 31, Campbell. CA

’73 FORD Pinto Red. 67K miles, AT,
great
mileage, 5750 3/7 0986

West

School.

Gymnastics

teaching

Base

pref

gymnastics

private mailing list for monthly

cassette,

i am a single father with a ming
son In exchange for free room

298 0625.

STUDENT

DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
D CARD. If we don’t have it,
we’ll help you get it! Bean our

AM/FM

Towers State

11th St. 293 7374.

ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS. 4615.
Bascom Ave. San Jose CA

Tiene una Ciara De Mil

U.D

Female

Female lead singer seeks working
band to blow settle funky Ian
and top. 40R and B with Teresa

anti

AUDIO ENTERPRISES NAST IT,
10 50 percent discount! Your

CAS 155

tananza’s.

be
large
to
would
like
humor Persons
capable
of
achieving th is shou id contact Inc

Accurate,

Reasonable too Try me in West
San Jose Please call Patty ei
904 1642

Ice cream Sue.

Begin’
levels

Punetos

binoculars

automotive

SPECIAL

PIZZA Robert, Happy Hith, I hope
It’s a great yer for you! Love.

0986.

FRANCISCO’s:

WANTED Sales Manager for small
Bay Area humor magazine that

Santa

housing

Resources, 2775 Park

Ave. Santa Clara

INCREASE INNER SENSITIVITY.
Meditation, muslcc, discussion.

Clear.
from

825 off with ad.

TO Uncle Richee, 55, and even Mr.
Babachoo You’ve really kept
rne hcpping this week. R F I

experience required. Call 287
1749 tor appt. New Horizons

Beginners, visitors welcome.

Private

speakers

1st. Call Shannon 01 998-0503

S5.62/hr.

GAME
PLAYERS
SCRABBLE
meet Fridays, 12:30. DMH 398

Are your toes as strange

Clara Bartenders School 253 N.
4th St., San Jose. 293 5416.

available. Call DONNICE at 292.

accompany

266 9928
Flexible

classes.
instruction

experienced teachers.
sing
and
Advanced

Call Brian at 298 2308.

and Restaurant to work food
service approx. 25 hrs/wk. Ask

many other items. Sale starts

sonalized
organized

Located

studentS needed for piece work.

Sun and Soil Natural Food Store

ASTROLOGY CLASSES: Learn to
interpret
and
calculate
per
in
small
horoscopes

Complimentary

RAZA RAGS, 297 3562.

garage
sale.
NEIGHBORHOOD
Cheat of drawers, mattress and

95128.

you guys! Delta Gammas love
you! I do too. K T

THINKING about a new lob? Ready
to bartend some holiday party%
for extra money? Start classes

Program,

Nutrition minded ;erten needed at

formation.

vertising. Subscriptions accepted only on a remainder of
semester basis Full academic

cents. Phone 277-3181. Advertising 277-3171. Printed by Merm
dith Newspapers.

Ref.

personals

consultation.

Care Residents and the student
interns. 10 hrs per we/02.95 hr.
Call Julia Kelley at SCALE 271-

meeting, inquire at the Ski Club

99:30 p.m.
1178
Blewett Ave. off Willow. 298

Anchor Clankers! John C ,
John F., Gary P Ron and Da e
R Thanks for al the help We
wouldn’t have made it without

10/1. REWARD. Call 279-9789.

experience.

representing

Mesa Sather 2497575

been to one of our Barn Dances,

DEAR STUDENT. FACULTY AND
STAFF Your insurance needs,
AUTO, HOME,FIRE. HEALTH
Of You are not already with State
Farm. call Inc an appointment

year, 89

pleasant

Almaden
S200/mo.
days.
Expy/Hillsdale
Area;
own

those of the
Associated Students, the University Administration or the Department of Journalism and Ad-

necessanly

for

and find out about our Barn
Dance on Oct. 0. If you’ve never

PubNewspaper
1Mhet’s Association and the Associated Press. PuMsihed daily by
San Jose State University. ex-

not

help

Group SIO,"rno

TYPING Fast.

HEY

LOS!: Calico (Black/White/Orange)
kitten. Vicinity of South 6th on

write a bi monthly newsletter
and
Friends
SCALE’S
Neighbors

handicapped lady. Mrs. flexible.

Staff Member needs Childcare: P/T

California

cept Saturday and Sunday. during the college year The opuiions expressed in the paper are

Female

new pair of K 2 skis. Also, come

Tuesdays,

floor of the library on 9/21. Call
Kevin, 277.83611

REMOVED
HAIR
UNWANTED
PERMANENTLY.
Renee

8:30 am to 5 pm. We train you.
Washington Inventory Service
241 2563

4509. Circle of Life Fellowship.

DEAR GREEN EYES, You’ve got
me floating on Cloud Nine The

NOW!

elude Mondays. 13.51/hr.
start. Call 295 2626.

Oct. 3,7 at 57 S. Sts.

Spartan Pub.

CMAG.

Table. 5385 Camden. S.J
DESK clerk position open. 916
hrs/wk. 311 p.m. shift will in

Table for the Barn Dance in

setting
about
gold
REWARD $550 Call Ida Smith,
1415/ 451 3100. Or return to the

PIZZA help. Openings available for
full or part time heipon bothd4W
and 9X-Iming.shills. Please apply
in person. Camden Ave. Round

income. Work on the average of
15 to Xi hrs per week. All you

10/31

daily

n a lacy
s.:2
5.

LINDA i

available tor people
looking for year round extra

Ballet,

5 stones, w/lue saphire,

she celebrates her 20th RD Will
she be wearing her B.D. suit?

Australia. Asia. etc. All fields.
5500 51,200

positions

of

tonight on the Judy
Miller Show will be Amy G as

STARRING
lost a dinner ring near the ED
building about 9/11
s oblong,

as your lingers??? E W.

part

Paulson at 269 7937
FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
didate

Keep on pickin. you are a rare

help wanted

Inventory

John are expressions Of love
soft. elegant, and understood br
everyone For the finest wry
ding photography. call John

Felt yOur SOng
It made me cry

beauty Ma man PLANE JANE

2490 Channing Wan.

several

WEDDiNc,
LOOKING
for
a
PHO fOGRAPHER? Images be

FOUND: Ca [Cull.; fxs-o; ces-the 2nd
OVERSEAS
JOBS.
time.
Europe.

TRIP PLANNING: 10/day hike,
10/1315
10/6-8
backpacking,

COME to the 2nd Ski Club meeting
on Thurs. Oct. 5 at 7:30 p.m.
The meeting will be In Eng. t32.
Here’s your chancee to win a

land

tion

Cannon said the experimental band plays
several times a year at jazz
festivals and concerts in
and out of San Jose. Some
of those performance spots
include the Eulipia Cafe on
First Street in San Jose,
Marriot’s Great America,
the S.J. Performing Arts
Center, and jazz festivals
in Reno and Berkeley.

Blonde

8K

I have Iwo "Circle of Gold" chain
letters for sale Perfectly legal.
Call 732 2177 Ask for Ed

COUNT

a Seism it may grew

If Peanuts

lost and found

car. 244 5575.

HONDA

for

1.0CAL

"The key is to keep
people free to explore," he
added. "This gives music a
future as well as a past and
present."

520,no Call 287 5946

young

Yosemite.

ANYONE

PLANT a pot
for it.

developmentally

elderly clients, personal care,
light housekeeping and tran

miles. 5775. 2498825, 911 p.m.

5394.

Theater of Blusion presented by magician Peter
Samelson. 8 p.m. Saturday in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
$2.00 students, $3.00 general.
"An Aesthetic Response" drawings by Sonya
liapoport. Student Union Art Gallery, Monday through
Triday. Free.
Michael Lorimer, guitarist, rated among the four top
:classical guitarists in the world by Guitar Player
44agazine, 8 p.m. Oct. 21 in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
*3.00 students, $4.00 general.
"She Stoops to Conquer" an 18th century comedy by
:pliver Goldsmith, 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday. $2.00
4tudents, $4.00 general.

"The
essential
ingredients of jazz are an
awareness of the performer plus his feelings,
intent and talent," he
explained. "Spontaneous
interaction is important. In
jazz, no two gigs will ever
lie the same.

ERIC GREEN HAT

I
HOMEMAKER.

student. B111,264.4799.

planning.

10/22 rafting.

cents. 2/S1 HR Prod 850 S 6th
St., SJ 95912

Have cat.

other
benefits.
Must have car. 2444575.

’77 HONDA CB TOOT Exc mech.
cond. Looks great. Ideal for

PEOPLE can find
activities and people to share
them with in the SJSU Sierra

programs

Sep. entrance peel

Quiet. 5135-150 max. Straight,
Older. Have turn, 985.2743. 10

bursements,

OUTDOORS

include
Trips
Club.
hiking,
backpacking, climbing, rafting,
KC skiing, and more. Meetings
every Tues., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, and alternate between

own bath/kit. priv. or board

needs

adults. Revelant exp. desirable.
53.10/hr
and mileage reins

_

MWF 6:30 a.m. in WG Pool.

Don’t be the
last .n your fret, dorm or black
Order yours TODAY! Only 75

p.m.

$14,500. Call 265 6618 aft. 4:30.

’75

bumper sticker

RESPITE worker Respite care for

’70 TOYOTA, 4.door, stspd., radio.
Mr.,
tires
good.
clean.
Good
Commute car S850/offer. 798
1047.

and

WANTS you Come and practice

you would too, then show the
world with a high quality vinyl

Sue.

of

you,
SJSU’s synchronized swim club

Sorority

"I’D RATHER BE PARTYING " if

campus.

interested. call 279 9035, ask for

’67 VW good mechanical cond. AM
FM radio. Body and interior are
funky. 1350. Call eves. 294-9648.

course! E EOC M/F,
EXCITEMENT
FUN!
TRAVEL! If thars for

Delta

from

155 So 11M St. Great
food. quiet study hrs. 5130/mo
Call 279 9473 anytime.
- - - - - FEMALE SJSU student wants rm.,

ROOM AND BOARD. I blk

hashers for evening dinner, If

Rosa

Ballet, Scott1Sh, Modern, 2905
Park Ave., Santa Clara. 295’

CAMPUS

ft-Jaring-Twenties band
specializing in music from
the "Charleston era." A
student’s ability determines what groups he may
join.
Cannon said the experimental big band is the
most advanced stage of
performance because it
requires a real knowledge
of theory and well developed improvisational
skills.
"Generally, students
pretty much have a choice
of what type of jazz to
play," he said. "Our
program is unique because
it
emphasizes
individuality."
Each musician’s
personal style, taste and
ability adds to the music
and is essential in creating
the style of music known as
jazz, according to Cannon.

classifieds

ACADEMY

1
gi,

all taken into consideration.
"We try to include as
as
students
many
possible,"
he added.
their
"Judging from
audition, we put them in a
level of performance they
can handle."
Students choose three
basic
performance
categories they can work
in: the big bands, combos,
or the new roaring twenties
band.
In the big band
category there are two
groups: a swing band
which plays more danstandard
ceable
arrangements, and an
experimental group which
plays what Cannon calls
to ex"conventional
ploratory music."
There are also nine
combos and a brand-new

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95114
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Coaches, staff dispute ex -adviser’s charges
Continued from Page 11
instance
Another
where academic rules were
broken, according to
Hannah, involved a football
player who needed several
units in order to be eligible
for competition in fall 1977.
-The athlete needed an
excessive amount of units
in order to be eligible for
fall ball," Hannah said.
-He signed into
courses in San Jose and he
signed into courses, at the
same time, in I,os Angeles
at a community college).
’’He was short the
required number of units
when he enrolled in two
different schools. Then he

recall the situation.
But later yesterday,
after checking the athlete’s
record, Post said he found
that the student had
enrolled at a Los Angeles
community college but
apparently never attended
because there are no
classes or grades listed as
being transferred. The only
credits transferred to SJSU
for the athlete came from
San Jose City College.
Post also said the
athlete had completed his
24-unit a year requirement.
Hannah said there
were two instances where
former SJSU President
John
Bunzel granted

had been closed.
The athlete played the
next day, Hannah said.
Bunzel, contacted at
Stanford University where
he is now a Hoover Institute research fellow,
declined to confirm or deny
the meeting took place.
"I don’t recall the
meeting," Bunzel said.
"That doesn’t mean it
didn’t happen."
Hannah said he doesn’t
know exactly what transpired
during
the
emergency session, but is
sure the player was
academically ineligible
when he went into the
meeting.

The basic function of a
university, I don’t care what
you say, is to educate.
--Jerry Hannah
was eligible that fall to play
ball."
Hannah again went to
Dolby and pointed out the
situation.
"He I Dolby) said don’t
worry about it, or words to
that effect," Hannah said.
Dolby said he doesn’t
recall the conversation or
that the athlete was going
to two schools at the same
time. He did say the
athlete, who red-shirted
I didn’t compete on an
intercollegiate level ) his
freshman year, had
"about" 35 units in his first
year and then quit school in
the fall of 1977.
Post first said he didn’t

"presidential
dispensation" to academically
ineligible athletes.
At one point, Hannah
said, the athletic department discovered that a
football player was short of
the 24-unit a year PCAA
stipulation, making him
ineligible for a game the
following Saturday.
According to Hannah,
a meeting, authorized by
President Bunzel, was
called in the office of
Richard Whitlock, dean of
undergraduate studies.
The meeting allegedly was
held on a Friday night
before a football game,
after the registration office

Dean Whitlock and
Post denied the meeting
took place.
Bunzel said he didn’t
recall a second instance
where,
according
to
Hannah,
a
freshman
football standout who had
been
academically
disqualified was twice
granted "dispensation" by
Bunzel and reinstated.
The athlete tried to
improve his academic
standing through the
university
extension
program but flunked those
classes as well, Hannah
said.
"There was so much
hassle about this kid, that’s

why I remember him,"
Hannah said.
’’The only way he could
get back in was through
presidential dispensation."
Current reinstatement
policies have been in effect
at SJSU since fall 1973.
SJSU
Tuthill,
Jack
associate director of
records, said Tuesday he
knows of one case where
granted
Bunzel
presidential dispensation.
"I’m not saying
when," Tuthill said. "It’s
happened once."
He declined to name
the student or say whether
the student was an athlete.
A disqualified student
must petition the academic
admissions and standards
committee for reinstatement.
Tuthill,
secretary to the committee, said the only exceptions are where a
student can prove clerical
error, make up "incomplete" grades or be
reinstated by the president.
The admissions and
standards committee
procedures manual doesn’t
Stipulate that the SJSU
president can bypass the
committee and reinstate a
student, Tuthill pointed
out.
He said the written rule
"doesn’t exist," but that
the manual does permit the
president to disqualify a
student.
All students should be
treated equally, Tuthill
emphasized.
"It makes no difference whether you’re a
nurse or a jock."
Hannah, who was

Police get dispatcher
SJSU police have filled
one of two dispatcher
positions left open when
two
previous
radio
messengers quit at the end
of the summer.
Elise Lyon was hired
about two and a half weeks
ago and the department
plans to hire a second
dispatcher within the next

two weeks.
Her job is to radio
police
for instructions
and
receive
their
messages.
The two previous
dispatchers held temporary jobs and left for
other positions, according
to SJSU police sErgeant
Larry James.

The campus police
department is receiving
federal money for five
dispatcher positions. When
the next dispatcher is
hired, all five positions will
be filled.
"We are trying to get
state money for the five
dispatcher
positions
because federal money is

Arson probable cause
of campus area fires
Arson has been cited as
the probable cause of two
pre -dawn fires on South
1 I th Street yesterday
morning.
They were the latest in
a series of fires in the SJSU
campus area in the last
month.
The first fire occurred
at approximately 3:15 a.m.
at the home of Donna
Garrison, 578 S. 11th St.
Wayne Benka and Ron
Maxwell, both of 568-B S.
11th St., awakened to
crackling noises and the
smell of smoke and rushed
next door to find their

neighbor’s back fence in
flames.
Benka and Maxwell
were able to put out the
first fire themselves, by
hand carrying buckets of
water to the scene.
However, about 15 minutes
later, two other neighbors
came over to warn them
that the home of Anthea
Surace, 568-A S. 11th St.,
had just caught fire.
At that point, police
and fire officials were
called in.
Crumpled newspapers
were found at the scene of

the second fire and Fire
Department investigator
Don Perkins, said officials
definitely suspect arson in
both cases.
However, he estimated
that total damage to both
houses would probably run
less than $500.
Two young men were
apprehended by police
when a witness reported to
have seen them fleeing
from the scene.
However, after initial
questioning by police, the
two were released because
of insufficient evidence.

spartaguide
India
Students
Association will present a
movie, "Abhimaan," at 5
p.m. today and tomorrow,
Morris Dailey Auditorium.
SJSU club meeting at 5
p.m.
today,
S.U.
Guadalupe room
Rho Epsilon meeting
for tonight has been cancelled.
Sigma Nu is having a
Little Sisters luau at 8 p.m.
tonight, Sigma Mu
Fraternity.
Intervarsity Christian
Fellowship Bible meeting
is tonight, 7 p.m. Business
Classrooms.
Sociology Club is
having a barbecue 11:30
a.m. tomorrow, Social
Science Building.
Spartan Oriocci is
having a general meeting
at 8 p.m. tonight in the S.U.
(7ostanoan Rm.
Sigma Chi Fraternity
is having a kickoff party
for Derby Days, 9 p.m.
tonight, 2845 10th St.

Students interested in
jobs and careers in
government: Representatives and speakers are
planned and the PACE
exam will be discussed at a
meeting, 2 p.m. today in
the S.U. Almaden Room.

temporary and will run out
this June," James said.
"It’s going to be a difficult
battle to get these five
positions classified on state
funds-anytime you try for
five positions it’s going to
be hard."
At
present,the
California legislature is
already providing money
for three new campus
positions-two police officer
positions and a dispatcher.
James said he plans to
reclassify the dispatcher
position to a police officer
pposition because there is a
greater urgency in getting
police officers.
"We hired three officers last fall to deal with
the rape crisis," he explained. "Their contract
expires in February and
we’d like to keep them on."
James said the
reclassification of the
dispatcher position to a
police position is already
being taken care of by the
state.
Changing the position
also calls for a change in
salary,
according
to
James, since more money
is required to staff a full trained police officer than
a dispatcher.
If additional money is
needed, James said he will
dip into non-academic
reclassiification f unds-state
money
used
specifically to cover salary
shifts caused when a
position is reclassified.

Free China Students
Association is sponsoring a
movie at 7 p.m. tomorrow,
Engineering
Building,
room 132.
El Concilio is having a
meeting at 5 p.m. today in
the S.U. Pacheco Room.
Sigma Chi presents
Derby Days. It begins
today, events to raise
money for Camp Coyote at
Agnews State Hospital.
Molly Bower will talk
about Communi-Speak at 7
p.m. tonight, 900 Welch Rd.
No. 20, Palo Alto.
Air Force ROTC is
holding a recruit drive
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

credit" per year in order to
be eligible for intercollegiate competition.
Unless the 2.0 or PCAA
eligibility rules are broken
of
responsibility
the
academics falls mainly on
the school, PCAA Commissioner Lewis Cryer said
Monday.
Hannah cited another
case last winter where at
least one football coach
was trying to recruit a
mentally disadvantaged
student.
The assistant coach,
whose name Hannah can’t
recall but could confirm is
no longer a coach here,
gave Hannah a copy of the
student’s high school

the academic standards he
would not have been admitted. Hannah said he did
not know whether the
prospect was finally admitted to the university.
"The basic function of
a university, I don’t care
what you say, is to
educate," Hannah said.
"The athletic department has managed to make
itself independent of that
system.
"There are football
players on the team now
who literally can’t read or
write," Hannah said.
Head football coach
Lynn Stiles said his
department pays close
attention to the academic

Hannah said his
philosophy on academics
clashed with that of Bob
Murphy, SJSU athletic
director.
"I
believe,
since
Murphy arrived at school,
that the academic advising
position was nothing more
than a whitewash,"
Hannah charged.
"What they wanted
was to hires coach into my
position," Hannah contends.
Assistant track coach
Livers became adviser to
athletes in February at
Murphy’s insistence,
Hannah said.
"Larry was a pawn in
this...he got caught in the

No player participated
when he was in a disqualified
status.
--Richard Post
transcript so a program
could be made up for the
prospective athlete.
After looking at the
transcripts, Hannah could
not recognize the courses
listed.
"I took it the transcript) back in to this coach
and said ’what the hell is
this? What kind of school is
this kid going to’?"
According to Hannah,
the coach replied that it
was a mentally disadvantaged program.
"They were asking me
to help recruit, and they
were actively recruiting, a
mentally
deprived
student."
According to Post. if
the student couldn’t meet

status of students being
recruited.
He said it would be
unwise to grant a football
scholarship to a student
who might flunk out of
school because SJSU can
only grant 30 scholarships
per year. If an athlete
flunks out, the scholarship
allotment is wasted.
Stiles said a study hall
service to football players
is being offered this year
Monday through Thursday
"during the course of the
day." Players who need
academic help get it from
the SJSU Academic Support Program for Increased Retention in
Education tutors, Stiles
said.

by Van Dyke Roth
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middle of it," Hannah said
of livers’ appointment.
Though Hannah came to
work as usual, he saw no
athletes after livers took
the job and eventually took
his accrued vacation time
from May to Aug. 31.
livers said he took the
adviser position because he
is
concerned
about
athletes. He said he
voluntarily gave up a
tenured post in the SJSU
Relation., With Schools
office when taking the
position in February of this
year.
When asked why he
was appointed adviser
when Hannah already held
the position, Livers said, "I
have no idea.’
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GRADUATING
ENGINEERS:

Sign up now for a
look at one of the
year’s best job offers

today in Engineering
Building main entrance.

We offer civilian career opportunities that stress Immediate "hands-on"
responsibilityyour chance for recognition, reward and professional
growth right from the start

Portuguese/Brazilian
Club meeting is having a
meetiag at noon tomorrow,
Language Building, Room
8A.

Mare Island is an engineer’s kind of world. We’re the third largest active
naval shipyard in the U.S. and the West Coast’s oldest and best known
naval institution.

THURS-FRI
TWO MAT

Beta Alpha Psi will
have a meeting 8 p.m.
tomorrow, Los Gatos
Lodge.

responsible for advising
some "600 to 700" athletes,
also charged that the SJSU
football coaches recruited
"functionally illiterate"
players.
"They I the football
coaches) were recruiting
students who are functionally illiterate and
expecting me to make out
programs for them,"
Hannah said.
He cited a case of a
football player who could
not read. Hannah had to set
up oral exams for the
student.
Eric Heit, assistant
professor of AfroAmerican Studies, confirmed this.
"What we the athlete
and Hell ) would do is meet
twice during the week and
we would go over what was
said in class," Heit said.
Heit said he did it
because he wanted to help
the student and also
because an assistant
football coach promised
him the athlete would be
taking reading classes over
the summer.
"The first time we
started having the
meetings," Heit said, "I
gave him the textbook arid
asked him to read it, and he
couldn’t."
According to Post, a
student can only be admitted and attend SJSU if
they
meet
academic
standards. The main admittance standard is a high
school grade point average
of 2.0. A student must be
making progress toward a
degree and maintain a 2.0
grade point average.
PCAA rules slate that
an athlete must "have
completed at least 24
units,. of
transferable

Foreign Languages
Department invites student
input regarding
oral
faculty members being
reviewed for promotion. A
list of candidates and times
for student conferences are
available in the department office, Building N.

FILM COMMITS

THE LAST
WALTZ

And, we’re located in one of the world’s best places to live and workthe
bay away. . .the
heart of Northern California! San Francisco Is Just
famous wine country is right next door...and sailing or skiing are as close
as next week -end! To get complete information, contact your placement
office and sign up now for an interview.
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